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-,A- cooperative rural social science research program has been carried

\ 4,

:.w.
. ..

,
.

on since before the beginning of the Twentieth Century by the U. S. Depart-
'

...,

4

, ,
-:-

ment df Agriculture (USDA) and the tand-Giant Universities.. This program
r' *

5 .. 4' .

.is presently administered federally by the USDA's Cooperative State Research

Service and in each of thestates by an Agricultural Experiment S,pation.s
4

r./

0

PREFACE

..

Whenthe nature-of a research problem justifies the need, these state-based,

11, ..
kr

,
t

,

Ekperdment Stations are e owered to joint/y sponsor 'ansinvestigatory effort.
. er

,
In PO and 1970, among a Small group'of agricaltural economists

and rural'sociologists4located at ten qf the Land-Giant Univerkties in the

northeasternUnited States,-there emerged a Consensus concerns a curren t

and serious public problem It seemed- 'that. the quality and' qUentify,of,
-1'

human service4 for persons residing in nahmetropolifan areaseof he North-

east,were inadequate; any balance That might have exiated4n the past,

...
-ri

, ;.
. ,

betw een providers and consumers ot'these services, had been destroyed by
..7

ubiquitous and rapid changes sweeping American society-in the 1950's and

4 i90 s ,

i
.

\
,

i

. '
This small group*of>reserchers, h4lding on their, consensus about

c -
the serfollneks

i

rof the rural community Services prdbiem, further agreed

..-

that_a betfer understanding was ne,e/ded of the dynamic relationships

N . .
influencingthe availability and Use oi co ify servicei. Their concerns

n

,
g- . .

.,, -,
. : ;-

1,
. ,

were transformed intea formal research oposof Which was funded in April,
,

_1971 Dealing with both 'description a d explanation, the proposed research-
_

,, : 4.- -. hs--r,

oUectives7,-focpsed on the,econoMic, ii ical-andsOcial asses4mentof
.

,
,-, ,, - -,

,

publicp,licy alternatives,. for ecirrecting im4ances stn the mix of hUman
,

- ,

,,,,,,(

which
0, ' `

4
'e,

services on which nonmetropolitanresidents of the Northeast depend:-
,

,

r
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* nitial delibeiati,61; of the research. planning group,: -th NE-77 Technical

ComM ittee identi)ed4our-serviFe arede on which their/efforts:would be

.
,--

concenttate4 namely, education, health, housing, and welfare and.social
1

,.

w

services. Subsequent changes-iht(staff and research committents of the,
,i,

4

participating Experiment Stations necessitated deletion of analysis in the

area of welfare and social services.

_

Fromthe earliest plena ng conversations, social scientists

,,
, I t

pdttitdual services but also for community

e-mix analysis: Although few empirical investigations have been

expressed concern not only for

epoited on this topic, the conceptualization and measurement"of the com-

bination of services available for residents of any community assumed a

high priority In -the project's work plans. .

. ,
, ..,--

. -..; ,,,-,'

A goal that has proven most elusive for the project.participants ------1,___
. t 4

the'explicatfon of an integrated conceptual framework. The utility of
.,

,,,----

such a framewOrk is obvious Rat unquestiond; the task of'creatingit, how- : ''"

,?;
,

--,
t N

,ever, has not been.witho fruetrations. Individual subcommittees of "<i

,. - -t ° I . _
_

-,:the Technical Committee have-,ktalle4 with concepts artd-and tw

i#dividual researchers prepared. lengthy working papers for a national work

'.1*),
.

l'
, ."` ,

op pp community services 'research methodb

.

ft

; the Technical Committee
_

',,,

has debateros and cons of alternative paradigms; nd, the committee
,f t '

(

->.

chair attempted further elaborate' these schemesa an extensive

resea ch;-OlOnni
,

per,,' All these efforts have'contributed to-an
..

(+Me

,eiio lying sea structure, But,,theseriousnese of the community ser- -
,

4
vices issue su0es hat some means should besought to spee4 up ,the

-,-1. .,,

development otthe framework and research methodology.

0.:
i -4,,--

0007
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--Chosen fromamont several elternativei to,accomplish this goal of
,

- ,
,i, /,

, -',

more rapid prqgress was, aa seminar on systems analysis, "After dri extended
------,

, .

. .
--__

. . ...

search for specialists in-this sgbiect., Drs. Dav id Hardin-and Verl Franz ...-

.

:21 .. ,

,.

froth Loyola University of ChicagO,were engated to act.-.as seminar leaders.

During a preseminar-orientation, they were,provided iwith`written documenta-
.

.
. , . .

tion ot\ Technical Committee's efforts to arrive at an adequate concep-

.
.

.

teal framework, They were ai.;?given an up-to-date report on the partici-

. .. i
.

' pating researchers' work-in-progress as well as
i
the expressed needs of

. , .

theseAndividualsrelated tosystems analysis. Funding for the seminar

was provided through the several participating EXPeriment'Stations. In .

atte- ndance were social scientists from Connecticut, Maine, Maryland,

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont,

/

- .

/, West Virginia, and the U. S.t.Department-of Agriculture.

seminar leaders,

.

In addition to a series of short lectures'-by th

the participants became involved imaively discussions.. Concepts and
4

lationships were questioned,,applied and evaluated. Examples were sought

order -to bring .the ideas into the working frameworks of the /researchers.'

J

to.

Q .

We have attempted in the editing
.

of the stminar transcriptto re.tain this e'

:,
.

,

richness of definition, aisc;uasiontan'd debate.. -Pg3the than collect all
.

, .- . ..

°.
.

. 4 ',

,,.-

lectures and debate on eaCh'subject into separate sections; we favored a

chronological

over the-day,

this Approach

approach by which the ideas are presented as they

long experience. Attention to the above objective
- '

resulted in occasional discontinuities wfie

shifted abiuptly. from one topie- tee

at tha) leader's direction. topical

ns of helping the reader to overcome thesex

emerged,
/

-through

in the seminar
/ 0

other du to a,participant's question or

eadings and/MarginZnotes were added
0

anges in either ,

on topie.

S" '
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The experience captureein this publicatidh was one of Thquiry. ,

Theme
2

,,_

,

..
,

Further., neither the participants not the se*nat leaders were interested
,

.
I

. 1 ,')

c \
in this effort as an intellectual, exercise or a prE eatige-building academic

,

,.. ..\ ,
,

1

debate. Thus, the questions reflected a quest for Understanding and the
.

.-
.

-

\-.

debate, was indicative of the group's continuing search for working frame-'

work within which their work!might be organized. Forthose whoa were pre-
..

I \

sent, the4textWill serve to refresh memori- and provide 'a basis for.

continuation:oftheir search. For others, w o

1
..

of have the opportunity-
:.

t -,

,
,

to share this experience, the text may heft) aidvance their efforts to

,
1

- -,

construct a more adequate research base,' Hopefully, out of these efforts
. ..

,L

will emerge a better understanding Cf.:the dynamiC relationships influencing

- -;,,,,:. , ;,
I

.-

the dvailability ,and use of community aerVicea,for nonmetropolitan residents'
.,

e:

. ,

- .

in our nation.

O

,

J

,

4muel Leadley
Mary .rgaret Pignone,

.0009

nfversity Park; r'

vember, 1972
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Before we begin, I think that it would bell
if we had some understanding of what.we are not going ,

to do asyell as what we'are going to try to do. My
baCkgrodnd is in organizational theory or organize-

tional behavio.r. I will not attempt, however,to
give you a.mihi-course its organizational theory nor
a review of the literature of organizational behavior,

Bureaucracies,etc. 'The concept of theyorkshop-is a
systems approac Therefore we will attempt to do

the systems a roach. Time will not allow us to go'

into math ' ita1 detail on how to conduct transporta-

tion mod 1., dynamic programming, forecasting and so

forty/ e`will touch own some such techniques, however,
ast y migh 'be useful to you in different aspects.

search. `Finally, We cannot solve your
lc research problems: We ca only hope toppro-,

some insights into how you might go, about'

soliingryour own problems or eliminating them. Some

problemt are not problems when you look at them from
--a different perspektive.

PURNSE CF,WORKSHOP

What we will do therefore is 1) explain what is ,

meant by the systems approach; 2) develop, some impli7,
Cations of the systems model assumptions; examine

how th se assumptions=e-Fate to your studyend
rese ch;and- 4) illustrat how you might describe
the syttem0) you are, tal ingabout.in your research
an how you might ppr ch some of the ptoblems you
encounter in thosesy tems.

SELECTING THE QUESTIONS

Albert Einstein was get ing qn in years when he

"-% began search/ ing for the-nat re of electricity.

\ was Often heard to-say, " Wieh-I-knew,Jihat questions

.1 should be 'asking myself." That is probably a good/

point om.Whichto begin our discussion today. We

need o be able to formulate the important questions

P.Eague Que4ti.on4 ar t e "plague!' qu4s4ns est:hey might' be

Wha questions are plaguing-your research, stopping. .

u from, getting where yqu want to go? Jot down

ome of.those questions. Then,as we go through eh
discussion of the systems apprOach,you.might fin
some ideas that will relate to your problems.

I

a note of those ideas or list new questions,/ At

't e end Of the discussion,we would like to come
' ack to your original questions and showyou how.

.
yotsirtiglat_solve or eliminate some of Your problems.

001 :0

.



.Sample Que.s.ttoms

+

0

s.-

What a'Modet

Several questiOds that I have.already noticed
emerging from your research are: Should, your system

be efficient or shOuld -its; be- effective? Who' is to

determine what iseffectiveness or effidiency? What

Is the system ?' What 'is a rural community services

system? What is adequacy? When is a service system
adequate and who -is to determine this? How do yea'

gather data ab utthe systeth under research? How do

you integrate the findings from one area like housing /
with anoth area like education or,tedical services?

/

RESEARCH 'MODELS
( ''.

Perhaps the first thing we need to know is what
my meaning of a model ?. A moddl is not what one

actually sees or observes. In fact, we expedt some T
divergence from reality in most modela that we build.
Nevertheless, even;though,we have inexact models we, find

.

r

that,to deal with phenomena we have to/make use of

models. ey.are necessary ani essential part of the

process. There are a multitude of types and kinds of
models that we might use. For the purposes of this
workshop we will "confine Sour discussion to research

'models. 1
,

4t

T4' By "research model" we'mean a strategy that will ,

help us selec and measure a system's variableSan re-'
lationshi that we want to study. (You, will not et

that w re not claiming that it is the only -Str tegy

to low or,that it is the perfect mddel.) Research_
els can.be dichotomized into two major areaS, non-

-/sytemic models-and systemic mo4elk:

,i 1:,
% NaWSYST161MC: t4ObEL'S ,: , t, , ;

, .

->`

e

onzkip

Rechtci.ng,the,,
lkobtem

,
Generallyin a nonsystemic model the researcher

focuses on a particular relationship and seeks to prege
its generality' oar, measure of magnitude. By isolatihg
one particular relationship the researcher hopes to

Js. /isolate the variable that he is investigating from its
environment.: In this way,he hopes( to increase his
underdtanding ofthe.real essensd'of the variable.
This,modeilis the same' model used in a research labors-

( toiy Control your conditions. Look at, the variables.,

Observe what happenS.

Essentially; the-reason ,that this.strat y has

been followed is for the 'ex ressiiurpose of tang

.the problem down to size. nvestigations of is

type have'been carried out ith a variety of metho7

dolOgies which range from artifrcial%beha<aral

T'

0 0,/
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I . .. .
,.

,,
,, ,

experiments with live subjectg to laboratory studies,

, where the effect of changes throughtime of one vari-
, able on another is no d. When-"solid" findings.are

achieved, we have_ one m e relationghip that we add to

R ouhip to our knowledge. Unfortuna y, the implicgtions of -the

Lama Sotem one bit OfIchoulledle as'io w it relates.tophe katrger
,

Unknown .. SysteM is generally unknoWn. ; p

The nonsysteMic approachdOes not define what
relationships are worthy of investigating. This

],eft ,up to the researcher's.intuition. In,the non-'

remiclietionat . systemic approach "the =role ofother.variables'is

Findingh normally, omitted in any 'of 'the findings. Since tg
are omitted, mpny finding's are highly condition
"If you live on Elm Street in a green hou a

red roof this will, hold e larger .

'system is left Out of the rAsegych tyre implications
of.the.findings are leftto.intuit*.i. It is'due

to presence 9f these sheitcoMings that has
caused a number bf people-iri various disciplines to

,

turn to the systemic approath.
.

r SYSTEMIC MdDEL. ,'.

The systemic model in,comparison to the.non,,,

Tata Syhtenr .systemic approach focuses on the/totgl\system-rather

' Foc.u4 '° than oh \the individual componets. (Letvme-paint .

"out here,-that the tern's "stem" and "organization"
sometimes` are ,used' inter hengeably. An4argg ization

is a system. A syste, id-an organization.); he

"Wady of - systeni is ..assumed o benot,meiely a totality of

-- Rea.tion.61100 unites; eachgoernedby laws of causality operating
, .0

. upon, It. <itsatime'in;a system's approach that the -

total of relAtionshipsationgthese units is what

are gd4ng-to berlboking at. Tile emphasid is on t,

_
-the org#dized oompleXitYand this is the essential

.cOncept;of the systems thOretic view.
3 , ,4,

Another imp rtant assumption in the systemit ,

Inteitar.,ang Pcvita model is that w assume that Like 'activities ,oft
part of the sy tem has` some affect on the activity

_

of _most of the otheparts. Thus, , if we are going

, to eValhateahy decisions or action ,in asystem we
need to identify all significant interactiens and.
evaluate their comb f,ned impact on th nce

, ;. of the `system as a whol
31

,

-Undeiotansling the A third point to remembey is that Aerstanding

MAU Befulutivt tfie'overall behavior'of the syst cOnetered the

O
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Peitedve Sotem a..6
a. 'Whote

',.M64.e than

Technkque4

S

: 44

4

main goal of systemic analysis NI ample; an

automobile i§ ,not operating
/
c teat In anoft-'

systemic approach you might-slo k for one component,
the carburetor, or the spark pl gs. ut by putting

in, one new part yOu may caUset mAlf nction two or
t ree other parts of the4adtoMO ile. o,understand

malfunctioning system;Yomnee to look at the

functioning of the system As whole.`, .

5

. 0

, 0

W shOuld not here that -fie

, is used tb orient o r whol- hinkin' ro

is incorry\\ t to vie Elmsystems ach

a set o'f echniques r sol If; probl

instead, an OUtlo which-many (4

unfamiliar. 01.tr, apo en language disco

ing systemically:, Th- written word als
.

.

a linear form and 't scribe a system
terminology is Very dif icult. Probabl

.
mind is most tuned' 6 th king syste

ing in the overall otal.

D FINING SYSTEM
7

e some ide.4of'what the ystemS
to look at what a system 's.

, Now that we ha
approach is we need
What is a.system?

, Comment: Input and

Comtent: NetwOrk of
Commentr, Collection
-domment: Interdepe

Comment:Interactio
vr,not jubt'r

.44

. -

Comment:

raguliqity
Inteactio
How do you
'rural co
What do yo
Obviously,
about huma
limit it

s.

us are,
rages think-

is basically
n linear
the Oriental

b, to think-

t,

ss. It

merely
it is,

1' an give you t
A tybtem
dagain. A system is,
relationships. 'A syi

whole: A system 1:s a
interconnected for pu
Basically, this ish

' literature. It is *t

utput.
interaction.
of black boxes - inte
entinteractione.
s govrnad by norm o standards
fidom interaction bkit th some

s between, positions.
define the system'in our

nity serviceS'areast dy?
iwant to nclude n y ur system

ou are go g to be talking
ings. Bq do you Want to

human be4.ngs?

DO

o other more for defini tions.

tion of members in 'a dimensional
roughly speaking, a 67undle of
em is an organized O'r complex
configuration of components ,

poses according to a plan.
"system" ifs defined in the
Very useful, however, beCause"

61
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what all, these de inptions say is that a system is a
tcollection of nte acting systems. They are tauto-
logical, defini g sy- em by the term itself.

To come! to a
need to go into the
systems- approac and

definition of System w&
ical construct of the

ng the discussion from '
ctical with more

t a s .111ptions we are
thus, w' .t can Be consideFed ,
be cqnsid ed a syStem.

A

Exampee: uniume
az Syztem

"Odijectz" in the

Univenze

,

Levetz of
D-1,66elt&taltien,

the theoretical back to
clarity. ,We will knOi../ wh
making about systems an
a system and what c

THEORETICAL ONSTRUCT
.

Let us take the universe -s .an exam e. The
-universe, we are going to assum ° is made of.

matter and energy. Matter is 'ba, cally pat_ tial
energy in a resystate;' Fie believein the la of
conservationpf energy, that says we tan neither:
create nor destrey matter alid°eneigt._- There is 'Only-
a certain amount of it- in the universe. MatteLswe
diffefentiat#to,,what tie call 'elements, components
or objects. Bach "nbject in the universe that we
might isolate is part bf!.a. Aistinguishable .set '-
objects and each objeCt;'in- turn,- ie wade up

other objects or components. You can fo8us `orr the
object "matter" at different revels of differenVr.
tion. You might also think in terlm.-,c4
cells that make up an JndividuaIritidividuals that C" ---
make up a group, etc. It is the-same basic ,conceptti,-;

Aeti.vity De6ined
The

We define activity as a change 'in an Vet.
change can ,either be in the makeup of the object,

or in its relations ip to other objects, or, in At
spaci f itself i i the universe. 'Notice :,

we def ne an activity as one of !these thfe things.
It ha to change its makeup, spate or .f4latiorighip:,
with another object: NOW, when a number, of activij,
ties takes place such that each actIiatysdireCtlY,
or indirectly is related to at least -some other '

'activity or activities in a seemingly more or less
s le way:wiihin ,a specified period of time, ire ,

s stem.

;1-

Sy4tem Del ned

-,E,eements

,Deknition

. ,

Let me elaborate, ,Wave a number of activi7
. The number is determi edAiy the observer, who,

n udgement, believes th se activities are
related r or indireetly \to ,cither activities.
Some have 134 ev for "tame, that sun spots Caused --'

1'
, i

001.4
4,
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wars. They saw a number of activities, related to
another activity. - sun spots - and drew conclusions

from that.

The relationship must be more or less stable.
It cannot be totally random. If it were totally
random then one would say that there was/no relation-
ship between one activity:and another; ,

Finally, the relationship must, xtend over some
specified period of time.

DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES

Oboe/we/es Rote It is important to note, that under this defini-
_

in Deliinition' tion0the determination of and the extent of a system
depends solely upnirthe observer andihis ability to
make order out of perceived matter and energy in a
universe. What this is saying is that there ,is no
a priori system out there. By definition or assump-
tion everything in the universe it interrelated,
A system is our ability to determine Ae'..nutilber.of
activities, what objects. we-want to look at, what -
relationships we want to assume, and over what span 4K

of time. One of the most importanetconcepts in the
systems thinking is that the burden is on the observer,
't'o define the system. The observer for his own
,purposes and on the basis '.of his own characteristics
,selects from an infinite number of units and refgtion-

.t

=',shtp.s a particular set that he wants to observe, He

arbitrarily establishes'thewboundary of hisvision
arid asserts that this much alone will be accepted as

Sys.tem is What ebeing his system. The system, is what you say it is

You say J, is and is given boundaries only for the purposes of dis-
cussion study.

ESTABLISHING BOUNDARIES

.

How would we'agparate the boundaries .between
systems? Where does one start and the other end? You

have to use some 'criteria. ,fit may be that you have

forgotten what your criteria were when you made the
separation between your,sy§tem and others. But the.---

separation could be made at the point you have,
chosenbecause there, is no separation out there that'
you necessarily have to make. If yOuare going to
talk about health:services, and an inaividualis
within-your physical system, do` you include him in

,as a nonmetropolttat person-because be is in a
different area, Or in secar instead of a house and

so on?



Etem
ti.e4 arid!tinkages

System Deiini-

Von

Example

The Syatifin Tx,i4sts

ti

Thi em Wto
8' acty

No, <i t is Realty

-ma Them. , schooilboard
school board is en inte

system. No matte ,how-

_ school board isthe e.
Hardin: WhichsYste
Comment: We Were,,,t

Hardin: The educat ona

../
Comment: I oen define t

7

DEFINING SUBSYSTAMS
.

The same thing he..- or' your subsystems. I

noticed you had the ,stem split originally into

three subsystems, he: 44 housing, educatibn and
..elfare.' then I notioed,that you chopped off the

subsystem.of welfare as pitt of your sydtem,

you no longer dealing with thia subsystem? Well, if

I understand Correctlyrthere is another project that

is studying, this subsystem. Essentially, you define

the rural community services area as these three sub-

systems ,

CRITERIA IN SYSTEM-DEFINITION
.

Inasmuch as the"/observer determines the elements,
the. activities *and the-linking of the activities that
form the aystemystems can obviously be made to
appear or diSappeaf by just changing these specifida-

tions., Change theeleMents, change the' activities,
Or chafige the linkages and you will have-a different

system. .The-brg-key.tb,findio,Na system worthy' of

study is the criteria that you use., What, are the

major criteria that you use to define system d3 Why

clo,you have pioblethabounding Your system? lily do

you look at cei-taiaspects?`. Why do you say, what is
the educatidn system?,' Which one are you talkifig

''e aboutZ ; ',1

IGOmment: Because, 1 'seems tome, there arelideqifi-
able,points in,the total universe where

\is

individuals can make an iMpaCt or. change the4ystem.

Hardin: But_Ycdare m king\ the assumption that the

''--- 'systeni is aireadY4there,'andi can define
i

your system away, from you,' We will.get into that in

just a minute, the pos ibility Of-defining it away

from you. 1 . , .

Comment: How can you define away the existence of a
that is legally elected ?', The

ral part of the structural,
ou bnceive the system, the

t

e yOu talking about?
about the educational system..
system?

my purposes.

Hardin: Right.'

'Comment: But if I overlook the fact,that there is a
legalily elected school board there, I am

gdVng-td`make little or no impact. I Can,make no,

change. I can make no additions or subtractions until

--something happens to thaesChool poard. I can de ne

'It'in a billions different ways. The fact remains,

it is theie:,,,-

. 0:1 6

e educational system to-meet

e



Agneement on

t
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L

1 Hard

CO NICATING
/,

n: How axe you.goAhg to define the educationdl

I system? If you didn'e, define the school
.

change the school bo rd?

ducation
true t, Pe
about the sy

boa d; h w are you going
Or change the educational,
to do ?' I look ae the

fare

else? You have to egree

\ r

/talking ab u , what has to b

are discussing. /

Comment: at!s my problem
4 r

ining systems::

earlier that one can define

at do yoU
1 system,

to

em

the They.you,

ou seemed to be say
the System as he sees

ave

are

fit.

Hardin: Well, the poiht Ilam trying to make is t at,
once",you realize, that you can define th syr

stem any way you want, the cru
able to communicate. For'ins

about your educational system
school board. Otherwise we wou

about it. We wouldn't be'able to talk about your con-

, Cept of ths,540cation system.

Comment: Co' ,4d it be then that there 'is a school ,

board existing but perhaps we don't want to
look,at it? We are going to define this system only
as one.school which has an administration, and teachers

/ -

and so forth and-that's the system as far as we are

concerned, The schoOl 15oard exists as another system
or it 'stay nat, but we're not concerned with it Is

that what-you by saying, 4we define the -system?"

Hardin: ' -Let's t ke a'school board, as at example.'

The school- board itself We could define as

I A system. The school board is alsyitem made.up of.
people that interact and(solforth within a time frame.

There is a local school.' It had'an administrator, has

iai 'criterion i tabe
ance, couldn't talk'
less I included the
dn't be able to talk

teachers, has'students.1 .

''.13omment: I-left the students out.

Hasrtih: Well, but you see, notice if you are talking

- about the school systell it has to include
students.' Now,under bur definition of a system, both
are possibly worthy of discussing butif weare going ,

to talk to each other and make sense about what we are
sayir4i or if we are going. to be able to predict what:
will happeh to the school',- or if we are going to be
able'to control what will happen to.the school, we've
got to have an understanding of what system we want

,to talk about and at what level. On your syStem one'
of the constraints\will be the students.' You see this
system being constraiaq by students, and this' turns
from an external constraint essent ally to an internal

- one: In other words, it just becom s e part of'the'

system. Now the big key. is to make dre.thPP when

you are talking about your system, an want to-make,

predictions or controls on it, that I know whetsystem

4 t.
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you are talking'about, In other words, a lot of

your .problems in research. stem from not clearly

defining the systems YOn want to :discuss.
\

.

CONSTRAINTS

Legit oji AbAtuction . Comment: You -used two words thatrat least make sense,
to me and, they were external and internal

constraint: I thinkrthat was where we were-having

our trouble. We were-includingfinthe-syitem some
things that were-tangential to the'syStem, b t which -

at &different level of abstraction could have been
,

within thsystem; that-istWnational educational
v4-1

p olicy, th state educational-r:rlicy, the-tiihole state
irk. 4

f.
dministration system, the.echoOls and counties. In

his system you are looking ei'One speFific school
e .

ACctpiance, plc .

0theitz

Appti.ed--Risecuteit

Inogvement
/ . (.16exa in Aqini-

tion Wiet44

.U4 eir. 12eactixes4

istrict
otice how difficult it is eve to explain

tr'Systems approach beCause'wear using a

linear form. We have to go thrbugh step-by- ep.

Right.mow we are talking abdut pitetia. Settin:drip

certain constraints or.typearof:constraints of u er-
standing will be part of the criteria that will heip\

its reach an agreement of "what. we are aping to consi-

der or identify as-external, internal constraints,
inputs, outputs, and so forth. 'Ye are coming to

k that!.. But ',think it is important to recognize the
fact that we need4to have the acceptance. of others.

We cannot just say that thesyetem is there, and;

because.we sayit'arthere, that it's;a system worthy

of talking about.- I have to convince'acimetifte-elle'

that's a-system. It .not, I am just /sitting back.

talking to myself.

Comment: What we are interestedin is applied o
action research. We may as researcher

define what we think ±s. a system. Then we go 'to

another person; he may be -a state legislator or a

policy maker. .They can't understand what we set"

.as bur system: In other words, among ourselves *

ayfinally have agreed upon what is a system. B

when we go. to the next step in trying'to.apply th

results we've got the whole 461Toblem of commun

allover again. This would saem to (indicate the I

ewe would nee4 to go out first &Involve the'userb.

in defining our Problewrend'setting our criteria.

Hardin: 'Well, one obvious thing is that if yOu
-eknOw others havepan:ImpressiOn of *hat

a system is, -and .014' don't. include an .element t
you think is imo-rtant you'don'ttry to .tell the

they ought to include ybUr element. They aren

ready to. include ite.

p

0 o

s *V
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Rezecach Concept .

Veitzws Pot icy-

Oaken Concept,

G

s1,0

0

Comment: I think this is what we do as researchers

sometimes. We set up our,own concepts,,,

models and systems. They may not-'be ,related to what,

the policy maker understands as the system, :

Hardin: Theme user has a concept !of what the: system

., is and the constraints on it.' If this

thinking doesn't mesh with your system you have a ,

problem. You are talking about,:apples and he is
talking'about oranges. .They are close. 'But when

You start getting down to doing something with apae
and oranges yoU'iun'into sc9e-problems.' :

I hope to point Out later there are:only'two
things that we'attempt to do in systems. you either
wantto.forecAst where the system is going to go or

we want to control it.

,
PREDICTING OR CONTROLLING SYSTEMS

.,.
. / .;

Commenb: In, Eerms .of language'.you usetearlier, to
predict is4O say, "We'knoil.,yhat the activi-

ties among the elements are, going to Abe-."
Hardin,: You havetow the,s stem 4s going'to be

'somewhere.in theifut ., You are saying,

.
,

.

"Given the relationshipsxof the' ctivitieSand elements

.
. to the. system now, I,can.tegyou in the future what

this'relationtilip.Wpos.sply.going 'to be."

-,:,.-
Comment: 'Okay. With or without control? ,

Hardin: Well,, iikne,cane if I'm,not doing anything

.
tothe system I am.clearly predicting. If

you want todo omething with- the sY:gtei, then you

want to nob only predict where,it would be but you .

want to say, "What can I do to the system to get it

towards whereI want it to go."

_Review 4 Comment: What you have shown me so far, is this: 'In

Dacaszion .'
jthe beginnOg you defined the difference .

between systemic and.nonsystemic re earth In the

prf.
.

*systemic apoach you took one va iabl;, or oneapproach

' .
relationship and manipulated it. Bu that wasn't so

.. ,'- dpod because there are other variabl s and relation-
/

Allips that affect them. But now-You. re taking one
t

system which is a, part of a thger sy tem; unless -
ytu are taking the universe and we as ume that we

w uld not deal with that right here. How do the

systemic and nonsystemic approache's di fer? '

I

SYSTEMIC/NONSyST'EMIC APPROACH S

.
.

temici One Hirdin:. Well, I think the difference. s that from
.

on.61,72p; i , a nonsystemic .approach you wo ldgo frop,

C /
,pcaging the variable X and predicting.wh re it is

gong eebe, one relationship. And systems, we,

si ' could take X as a system and preditt where it,is
/.;

';'.'

0019
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sgOing to be. we took X and combined it with (,

., this _may help us predict but it won't tel us the,

whole diory,abont what the system is goin to be. It

,sis not,adeguate. So that in order to tal about Systems

Sptem2e; Many we must" get' beyond isolated variables. at we have

Retatn4h44; to-ialk about is, in a se.nse, dynamic. or a lot of

. Dyntu.c.- - elationships we may never actually kn' 'what the inter-

.. . ac on is between variables. But, are observing the

. : to al rather Than 'the individualcomponents within the
S'r

sy tem: ;:', .t

Comment: As Dave pointed out, in the n nsystemic
t :

,
apprOaCh every prediction is c ndittonal;

you must specify the conditions under whi h X will
lead to Y, ,because that is your laborator control,

.44.:,:$ or your statistical control. In thensyste capproadh
. you are:not concerned with conditions; you'are con-

\

6 ' PERCEIVING THE TO SYSTEM

Comment: That wo l be a little difficult to do under
the, sumption that the system.ts more than

the sum of t s parts.

Comment: In terms of predicting could the distinc-
tion be made between a nonsystemic versus

a sAteMic approach on,the bases of linearity and

additivity?
Hardin: Yes. If you knew a farmer and you look .out

- on his crop and you said, "Beautiful rop,

beautiful crop." The farmer_might say, "We are going
to have a, poor crop this year.-" All the i dividual
variables fight Say you are going to hav a, tremendous

harvest of ach If you askedoth er w

.he feels th 't way, he would say, "I just know 146 are

going to hav a bid crop." What essentially he is
saying is 'the he has a system. He's not abletro

identify some f the things he is considering ut

beyond that be is taking in a f, eel for the whole
system and predicting at this point in time a bad
crop, even tbougb all the individual components might
look rite die is oing to have a good crop. Yod are
deafin .here with\a colgbining of components and a

synthe is of them. But there's'not necessar a

Causal lihk between each,oqe. You don't kpaw how'.

they it in together, you just know that probably
this is where the system is going to end 4.:1

ti

Syntke41.6 o6 ,
toTpowl4 .

cernO/With where the systeM as a whole wi 1 be, taking
into'accaunt the internal and external co straints.

Comment: Don't you have to know each ind vidual varia-
ble, and what effect it will ve in order , .

o develop a definition of the interr- ationships ,of

e system? _

0020
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Comment: The'fact that`* sa
more thanIthe s

some of the confusion..

.12

that the system is
f its parts cleared,up

Hardin: This is one, f the assumptions of the systems
approach /The behavior of the'System cannot

be explained by/knowle of the behaViOr of one or
more of its subpar In other words, if-you went

through and pol e, individual You would still

not necessar have the gr u s opinion. .There is

something re there. This is otte 6a11ed synergism.
Comment Those of,you that,do small,gr -i4ork

certainly are aware of the .differe cep

betty e.mijorit).7 vote and consensus. .

\ A

.

'Hardin: Now, if.yqu stop and think about it, what is n
the one component that a system has other

than just its parts? There is bne characteristgd.
For example, take six people, line them'up,into two
lines, tben take the same six people and Put them \in

a circle, Do you have-the same behavior? ,IT you taR7e,'

a pile, of bricks, each individual brick is justla
You.sed that it's a pile put there and,you.

'coma back the next day and you see,all thifsame briCksj---.-

but, now they are formed into a wall WhatNisthe dif-
ference? All the components are thwre.__There is no

-difference except one thing, and that':s howe they are

organized. So the key to th4 fact that the system is,
more than the. sutra oftte parts is dUe to'the fact.ot.
organization, or hbw they are arranged.

a
Ali/moment o4.-t*e
P4 itti6; key to

Oveate,Sy4tem.

C nye in Sy4tem
1 , . 04ganization

ORGANIZATION SYSTEMS

Comment:' Cali:a-mattet,oCstress enter in there? 'How //

the:bricks stress on ,each-individual brick -/
is different when, they -laWbuilt,tip into a-waIi-c'the,
streseon each brick becomes difaerent,from what it

in the pile.
Hardin: . There are may' ways you change the ,organ za-

tion. You can change stress; in the gro
phenomena for instance you-can change, relationships
so'that,the people will, speak out ornot. You can

change a multi de of things juk by changtg these
same' compTle is around into different configurations.

f /

WHAT IS "SUM?,"

1'

Comment: When you say the system is.more than the-
.

. um of its parts, one of the t ings that

both_ me is what do you mean by "sume Do' you

mean .a There are a lot of dif erent ways

of relating inclusive parts. When you ay "sum"

thi's implies,an additive approach, but at you're

saying here 3s that there are many-way of relating

'parts that neatly correspond to the r lafivelY few

number of m matical ways of combin ng ObjeCts,

such as.takingt,. sum. Are you sayi g,there s some

other way of-co ning parts?

k

is .

)6}



Patting venzu..6

$ynthaizing
. -

system, a Cohesive
411.a.1

9

13

GRA8,151NG_TOTALITY OF SYSTEM

Hardin:. In.research the approach bastdally 0-

investigate,onevariablethen anotherIvitia-
ble andrthen:fladd up ", the findings to"determine some-

.

thing about'thesituation. In; the political science

figldqthey'have stuaied how people act or howq,,'.

aecision'iS-made, For thgt informationthey-vrill

individuals,. They see who is involv'ed in the situation ,'

and ask how the deciSiOn is- made. They take'a conaen-.

sus of the, individuals and reach a concldsion. What

they findRi's,that these cenclusiong are'not necep_saaly-

adcurate. What they have done is polled each<individual.,..

subgystem but these data don't accurate predipt action.

Why? Given the iridividual within t subsystem, his

perception is limited .to What he an see. Thus, by .°

the sum of its parts, one is" eally saying we can learn

by looking at the indivi 1 parts of a,system: Tut
when we talk about th :system as a total we have to
recognize that all ese little bits .of infOrmati3On,

must tie syntheses'- ed into.soMe.cohesive whdle. El.)ePy

school system has adMit4trators and teachers:, }Tow-
ever, the way that the'eohool is set.up,ipternallY
possibly will effect-what happens in that.schodl -

system; determining whether it is.a good-school'tr .

not.

EitiLng peteep-

tion4 Togethek.
o

.

Compared to Mo

Nyehotogy

1

'

1."

.

ComMentr flleiying"to get at,_the totaLity of a-'system'
Jiti terms4of behavior and action:-sit is that 1.11-..*

stead of, simply polling individdals, you poil them in -

terms Of their relationships, theirbehaviorE6Wares
-others in the system? ti

Hardin: If you .polr individuals to get their per- '
ception.of the larger system, you must ke

things in mind. 4e runinto problems When we'Make
prediction or try to control a system. if4611.-take

what each individual said about the compOnents as
gospel or you try to add it up and say whatever the,
majority 'feels is right,':yoU ate prabgbly goingto.run

into probfemS. How do yoti get a feel for the'whole2-

Well part of it is_knowin hrough experience how to
-

fit perceptions togeth . If you fit perceptions.

together insuch a wajthat one individual's opinion ,
is worth more than another, how do you arrive at that
weighting? I don t know how to do that mathematically:, :

-can weight em when I -look at the overall picture

with the F ur orifive-different iSerceptions I liave 7/,

°- 'balance thehl in my mind. Then. you determine what

is goYng to happen .to the system.

Co ent:_ Is this like a kind of mob-psychology?
For instance, yolk have ten, individuals and.

ir/ you have interviewed them separately and pine of that ) ti

seemed'io be.fpirly rational and, reasonable people and

one of them is s-a Demagogue. You-6uld say that lb ,lam

' '
,/
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'percent of'thegroup was a Demogogue. Then,. if r

youaput them into.a, group, unless theY'do no..inter-

act,. the Demogogue cOuldconceivably,create a mob

psychblogy,among the. whole grouP7which'you would n
have, been able to predict if,,,yOU took them as sin e

indiViduals Is this the,tYpe of thing you,are

saying?,

Comment: Letle take an example in this'polit al

year. Some people are going to be/talking

about the election nationally. Otherpeopleare
going to be 'talking about the electiOn froth/their

precinct point.of view. If you add-lip vi tories in

all the precincts,. that still will not cessarily.,,

eq 1 the national victory. Or the p cinct'

victory might be by a greater margin an the national

victory.

INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR IN A S STEM c.

Hardin:- _Whe we talk about h systems 'we are

.
.

,,'); very subtly 'saying t human' being as

'71,_an ind*iduel.does not have co ete free will. ,His'

behavioOstprt of a.systeth.. To a certain extent'
/1

/ he will h-a'(able to vary his havior. But in iob

/ action, for instance-,--it is ery difficult not-to-be'

part-of the mob. How do yoi explain the behavior?!
1 v

The only way you can do th $ is to-lbok at the total'

and not :just the individu ,
; 1 - .

-S#neAg.atie ComMent: Is there in th a suspicion that the synet-
.

.
MedhamamA Un- .

gibtic mechani ms will never be knovihi 'js,

there a kind of eastern iiysticism about synergism,
floating around that bo hers people? ,. .,

Comment: It may never be known and maybe it s not
even worth b ing known: .

/

,_.

NAGMATIC US OF SYSTEMPIIODEL
. ,.
/ .

Piticgmcitic We 06 Hardin: That is a ig 'key to understanding. If I
. v;:...

Sptem Modetz have Ong technique and the' wrong'
c*--

understanding but can predict where systems are

going to go, or I nget them there; that's all'I

sere about. To p t itbluntlY, I am doing.something

iight. -1 mazoha e...a completely 'wrong System but ,i..-

/t11,at systeiPIe I have used it somehow gets it there ,

or the control tem gexs it fhere. I am nOt'sol

concerned about being sure that I hiVe thp beA way

N0,.8e:it Wity to do it. ,Lat r I will give you another criterion.

or..assumption hat will try to get you out.of that

thing which I, to say there is only one best way
tb rub the syetem, or there is onlY''one, place the

systeth can 8.. NoW, again, met of our research,
sand schools have driven it,into us that e look.;

for the.be t way, or we'look fOr knowle ge. Notice,

,I keep sa ing this.' Predicting or con _oiling maY

. ,

help ue ead to knoWledge and understandingi-hnt
not nec ssarilY. .

.

,. .

, known

,F0.*
4, -:,

;s' j-"
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HIERAi/CHICORDER OF SYSTEMS
a.

..

Now, from our definition of systems, given any
system we can subdivide it into subsystems. And,if'
we wanted to, we could take the subsystem and divide

them into subsystems. Now the partitioning of a
system into its subsysems is often, called thehier-_

archical order of systems. This says that we may
fo.purposes of research want to talk about the rural
community services area or system, Out of this we

are taking' some components.or, subsystems, three' of

which are the health, education-, and lousing sgbsystems.T----

Out of each one of these we may want to take its sub=

systems by states, and you may want to go on down.
Now notice howour astumption before about the system
einggreater than its parts is important here. We can

ake statement abbut community services at the county level,

.but noiice to' make statements at the state level we
aregoing-to have to include something else in /there;
for;example, the makeup of the total of the_ state. You

have tO synthesize one into the other. 4k

15

OVERLAPPING SUBSYSTEMS

You ,can make some. statements about the total system
and community services, but then you are not ohlyjn-
eluding in these three tubsystems but possibly other

'subsystems, like the welfare system. You can take the

health subsystem and' subdivide Now, what belongs

to the health subsystem? You probably would include

hospitals, obviously. You can include rural doctors

--, and their offices and their nurses.

Comment: How would you incluple school health work.for

Anstance% the schoZ1 nurse, or health educe-
.,

tion-Orogramsi, Would you tban.be going into another

Subsystem? ,
Hardin: We have a 'subsystem that is overlapping.

-Comment: linkage system.
Hardin:. .This does notmeanthat we-cannot talk about jr:

this subsystem which Is highly constrained

by another subsystem. In other words, we areonly
doing it for our understanding of being ,able to'con-

, 5rol. If we leave out the school factor for these
nurses in the.schOol we are incomplete about some

=joy subsystems-we, need to discuss.

Comment: But it won't be a part of the education subsystem.
Instead'the nurse role.would be 'a link;

therefore, what happens?

Hatdin: The person in the education syst is not

going_to leave out the nurses i his sub
system necessarily because that is,part f his

system. 1What about the'druggist-as par of the

Pubeem oti Cea442,-
Iiying-Pekhonh

Within Subsy.stens

002i
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health services? IQtalked to-a nuer of druggi is

°that would .,probably do more ft oescrfbing than ccto

do. Can you, talk bout the health services if you

leave out this ma or subsystem? Is it a.major sub-

systeM? Who decides' whether it is or not? It may

be true'for Ode state but not another.
.,

SUBDIVIDING SYSTEMS..

O

Wheneve you have some policy,or A fraCtional

policy to c ntrol or_change the situation you'vezot,

to be away that there are differences.inthese Sub-

systems. o, we look for timilarities and differences,. .

, inNthe su systems. If you'asserte c011ection of'
things is'a system, that does not deter yOu from

dividing a system into parts fordthe sake ordescrip-

tion. Any arbitrary division is g'logically admissable

ailbdivision. Again it revolves around getting,agree-
ment upon whit are worthy subdivisions or subsystems

to talk about. Frobably'One of he-criteria that we

use most ef the time' is the one 'of convenience.

Now we need to be careful, however,.if we ate

going to make subdivtsions. If you are interested in

a total system it is important that you, don't destroy

the essense of what you are going to try tb do. For

instance, if you went to the doctor for a - '"grave'
...

headache. and he cut your head.off, he.dest yout

system. In other words, you've done some to:the

subsystem or t.o the behavibi of the,subsYstNi that is

destroying what you, really had as your wholOaurpose

\'n
to do in the first place.,. For example, if e are

talking about the health system, I don't thi k we

could really be realistic about°this large syptem in

Il

some co nities if we ckop off the'druggist from

the.sys em-or if we.eliminadthe school.nurses.
They have an effect on the system, So wehave to be

careful that when we subdivide it we don't make what

'we'refer to as a. dangerous division. Tgii,t means,' :that

we hive divided the system in such a way that we'are

not getting an adequate dOtription_or we are destroy-

ing too much...of the system .that we observe.

'IMPORTANCE OF LARGER SYSTEM

To,, Show how predominant this type .of subdivision-
, can be,in the business world there are case-after-case

of advertising and 'ia/es departments that gooUt, and

do a heck of a job. Everything that can be produced

they sell. In fact, somesalesmen will sell things

that haven't e4en beeh made. Then;.yoU go into the

engineering_ilepartment and engineers see-producing,

ring§
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things that salesmen cant sell ,or they axe0!-
designing thing's OW ke too costly to se34. That
is happening? 'There.is a,division between two sub-
systems thet says that we get-desirable behavior in
both subsystems but what are Ire doing? 'We are
optimizing each subsystem independently, are we .not?c.
Salesmen are. tppy, they're selling pro'duct's
engineers _are happy, they're' making. prodUCt, But,
the company is going bahkropt.l. There' nu" larger
system that' says its °ray good- when these,- two' c,

things:. combine -into or4/43,s ten:. In. o ther; 3k)rds; !..

only want to selr.things we `Can seen a
pf -companies lose a lot,-of modeysecause-of

this. It is a very Very fundamental' doncept.
IProbably a reasen some of the, practical appaca-

tions of our research never really work is because we
try to do one thing at a local., level, .for instance,,.
and really what we should be doing trying49
some change at the state level. `before change below-1.a °
even feasible. Hefe we're saying- the larger. system
constrains the /Subsystem -and, how it constrains', it

. will determine'where the subsystem Can, go: ,

,

LARGER SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS ON SPBSYSTEMS

Comment: ,We may 'have a good example of this in New
Hampshire at the Present time. 'In qn,

effort to upgrade rural health se-i.rices, legislative ,
boards passed' a law making it mandatory for' arnbUlance-:
attendants to have a, certain level-of skills. But,
we have a lot of volunteers - people' who don't- belie,
those skill. What is happening is the ambulance
volunteer selvice is going out. 9f business. We;
haye a worse situation now than ,had before..
There ..are whole 'communities now that don.' t have any
ambulance svice. The idea behind the 'Legi4ation.
was" good but they didn't take istO :consideration
thesla commut4ty subsystems arid the .way they were

.delivering, the service's. We also have some
mortiblans who have smiled anibql,:ance services and
they are going out of this type of buq.ness, tod.

'- CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING SYSTEM

Hardin:- look -at a .few, 'criteria o f We

v., can develop some-,guid "alines- at might 'help
ts'deterinine what we' re T.i 11 gr, to treat as 'a system.
Now keep in'mind that it ia:almoA sen.seledaSto .argUe; ,

whether somebody has a system or not. You can argue k,

that it may t be 'worehy of 4.1qc.:),Ies buf-,),YOu

0 -4cannot argue that lie doesn't have a ,sYstem. -

3,
Gtoied Sy.5.terns Now-an obvious example e Nhal-P soma' 9f "tlie &conc.-

.
mists here should be' familiar, are'closed or

-
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deteplinistic systems$ ,111 y physical science areas

traitionally used dos d sb stets in the analysis: .

Essentially this is a porti n of the world which you
Isolate out at a given stet-. Given initial condi-
tions ofthettate we can e sily predict where the
sy.stem ia going td go, beca we allow no inputs into

alp system.. The 'end result of the system is two things:

can either reach an equilibrium m point, or it will

-reacha maximum entropY. En ropy ivprobably most
aasify,desdribed as being a andomness of a system.

Human beings reach entropy w e they-die. Disorgani-

zation is-entropy. Either th- system completely runs
down or It's at an equilibriums point.

18

. . -2'

\ . The reason this is true i -due to the laws of
N ature that'state as you have ctivity ydu use up

e ergy. rf.you didn't make'th siassumption, which
is the first law of theimodyn mics, we could have
perpetual motion machines. How ver, because we use
up_energy within-doted Systems when we don't have any

Now
input ' o thasyst , -they ar bound to run down.

typ. assumption abou the cldsed or deter-

. mini tic system is very convenie t to use because we

-ca easily predetermine the end state.

When we-get inputs into and utputs from the
system, we call this an open systeii. 'So the system '

that we want to talk about should,t ie.open systems.
That doesn't mean we can't talk abo t closed systems,
'especfally when we're talking about human beings.

. InpUt4 dIfl.d Owtputa But heye, we're' talking about systems that are-going

.
to get new inw.its, and for most systems' that we deal.

.. with they are going to be open at both ends. A
a ,thing the system needs or uses that are new eleme

coming into the system are inputs (e.g., people,*

reaources, money). ,

.

0
.

.--,

4
INTERNAL/ EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS'

418 .

In contrast to theequilibrium dotes of the
closed system, where can the open system go? Well,

since it's_reSlly independent,of its initial condi-
:N4ons when we see'it, the end-state can be anywhere.
It does'not have to go to\amequilIbrillm or,maximdin
entropy. The only thing\that 'will help us determine
where the system is goineare the initial external
,constraints on the qstem. External constraints

. ',i . e . , , .

essentially are the. things 7that 'are outside the system.
_... , ,, 1,,_ In case of the health services area an external con-

,
. straInt might bp gavernment poliOye ,Interua.1 constraint

. :
.. t

-:. would, be =ate. number of doctors' or the number'of hospi- -
-../

.. 4 4 '
. ,

tals: When is an'external-nd Internal constraint,' '

I, '-, ,..
*,-, '

4
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It helps you identify what connection lector

has with the system. Does it tie in with the system

Vete/mining In or is it outside of the system? Basically s good way,

and Extennae of determining ,whether it's external 'or ifSernir is

4tnaints'. , hat influence the-system might have on So now

We have inputs, outputs, external and internal constraints.,

FEEDBACK_ MECHANISMS

You noticed in'the open system her&weVatill lose
energy. If.we lose energy, assuming again the-firs
law of thermodynamics, the system shOUid run down.

Feedback A4 New The thing'that keeps the system going'is what we refer

Energy to as feedback Mechanisms. In other words, from the

output of the system we gt a filterifig balk in of
information for instance, that says you are doing too
much, or you are not doing enough -4.ncrease it ,here,

_
stop it there and so on.' So it's in,a'sense a feed-
back, and .it can feed back in varioUslways. In the

open.systeninge have inputs, outpdfl, and a feedback

NegenbtoW'- sm. -Because of the input 'Of new energy,, open
systemS'Ire characterized by negetXrCpy--. I,had.an
-individual one time.say it's imp:1014e to have nega-
tive entropy.--.,But the only thingran say is that it,_. ,

o is a term that is coined to say.th tinstead of-moving
towards disorganization or death,we are'moving towards, ,

More complexity, greater information, greatei'certainty.

In other words,-if your feedliackmechanisi.n)O. are

notAaing the job, you are not gOttng inputs and, you
are producing the wrong outputs.c-Y* could still end
up dying. There are constraints,,'Pn,''tlie system. For

AStance, we have pretty good fgedbACi mechanisms in
human bodies, but we all eventuaiIY7die, mainly
because there are some internal Onstraints on how long

Constmatz on Feed- our cells live. Take societies as another exaniple..

back MechaniAm4 Most societies grow to be more complex and sometimes
it happens that they get so big-that eventually there
is nothing acting as a constraint on the system's feed-
back mechanisms. If you don't have,- another society
to compete with you might say I'm 'not having a good
erpugh feedback mechanism for whaclis, wrong with my
own society., Therefore societips'may;become stale.-
Comment: IS this whatliappenedto:metropolitan areas?
Comment: It could.be-and also some rural communities.

r

PARAMETERS-- .<

f
Hardin: Instead of.external,constraints yciu will find

in the literature 'om times,the term, "para-

meters." What are the-para eterp:Ofi:the system?
-Essentially the way diffrentiate:14,,Parameter from '

,,an.external'constratnt is. hettherejis not. too much

,-;

o
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O 6
chance'of the'sysiemever really affecting the para->

;meters. may haye some influence on external

constraints. A,parametet in this case would be that

you are in the,United States. It sets some things .

for your 'system. 'If Yod,_are'in the eastern part of

',the United States that maY-be a parameter and you
have to worryabOut thigyhen you go -to. talk about

it the system and Change thetparaMeters,to the southern

states. Also, an externaficonsttaint for a subsystem
.may be an-internal constraint for a.larger system.

It is impOrtant to ktowwhethet a variable is a Con7
straint or not. For the convenience of discussion

-;\

we talkabout external and, internal constraints,')but

as- far as identifying or putting a- label on a vari-
able as to whether it is an external or `internal, I -

think you. are missing the. point of'why you are doing

it. Whether 'a variable is an input or outpdt, is for
convenience:in discussion, in defining your system.

c,

By saying, what are the inputs to "My'System;, what are,
.

the feedback mechanismacomingintoth&System; what/
are the,paramtters,around it; what are the external

. constraints and the internal constraints'' you define" -

..those things to defining your system.
Comment: Well, maybe that's ,why I'm starting to--,

worry about the dynamics ?' We are talking

about constraints. Are-the inputs and outputs the
GA?

dynamics of systems atalysis?=.
(

Comment: Is efficiency\an internal constraint?

Comment: Or technology? ,

\\14
I&NTIB4ING CO STRAINTS- (

. Hardin: Sote,technologieskould be internal con-

straints: For instanee in the health care '

area, -external Constraints might be the technology of
the transportation sygtem, because you are,not in-
cluding the transportation system into this concept of
the system you are talking about. If you include the.-
transportation system; and theeroa&network as being
'a sybsystem, then technology is'an 'internal conspraint,

of the, system. The important thinO.s that when you:
start identifying the inputs and the congtraints'on
the system, you try.to. categorize them? Is thisreally
an internal constiaintb Remember thatthe System can
dosomething about internal constraints.

Individuali are internal constraints although-they,
are Continnousiychang4ng. ,-Can Ik4Change the people
in-the - system? ''Well, to a certain-degree we-may be
able to and that degree-may be the constraint. We may
-have an external constraint that says we'canit change

the people. It ig identifying these thatwill.help
'yed identify, the system; to help Yon.learn what sy= ems

_66ga:

'
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When'you have' identified the con-.
to-confrol or change the system, and
constraints, than the alternatflie

'system -can -be in.are limited. For

ou can't get a government policy changed,
to work within that constraint. The'keY

:which are the important ,constraints
Wh determihes which constraints,are

ortantf gain we go back-to value.judg-
eing able to talk to people.'

as

Let's talk bout the end'states df asysteM for
"="a minute.. =In a syitems approach there is ari assump.-

tidn called multi-finality arid egual-finality.L:Equal-
finality says that the end ot the system, and by the
end we.Mean simply the end.Aarbur time frame that we

are talking about, be 'ached In various ways _talking
conditions. For example, you want your

corporation to make $10 Ilion a year. How many

states or conditions can y 'through to get there.

Daybu have to be Xerox to the end state? Can

you becGeneralYbtors r some new firm comingipand.
get there? 0i, ifyour goal isa.have a good health
services program and we've got three different begih-
ning states, can we all get to 'the same place under
different circumstances using different methods?
How the desired goal is achieved may fluctuate from
.system to system. It says that we don't look for the '-

one best method. Rather, we look.fór,hypotheses that'Will
&gest how to do the best job giyen a specific system._

PROCESSES IN SYSTEMS

Comment: L'm looking for correct terminology, let's
take the health care system and the goal of

iood health. We've got our inputs which are the hospi-
tals, the doctori, the.paraprofessionals and so on.
Nbw, Iet's assume we've got two ways to get there.
One is the free markef system, more or less the one

that we\use today, and the other would be socialized

medicine. What is the correct terminology for the-
free 'Market system veFsus socialized med4c4ne?

Hardin: What you are;E-alkiniabout are two different

litocesges. .There might be various levels of
.combinations of this that could get us to the same

point.
CoMMent: . You would call free market a pfocess,.and

o A socialized media-he-a-process"?

Hardriu,' Yes. The way you are using it tat-i-a-the

way I think ydu, are talking about this.

You are saying that to yoU'socialized medicine is a

process, ea way of getting-health 'care" to the people.

Comment: It is a way ofdell-YelY%
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EFFECT OF INTERNAL CONSTRAINTS
c

Hardin: Right, and the important thing is determing
whether-it will or will not Voik doesn't --

necessarily depend pn_the process'kut on the process
in terms of the constraints that itis faded with and
in terms. of what it is getting' for inputs, ands forth. .

For instance, socialized medicine .mar-be-tfle best way '

. in Russia because of its syttemofostraints. is

internally accepted. whereas here-People might not
accept socialized medidine. There ta. an ineernalecon-

straint against it. That's a-value judgment.'

For example, if you know anythingabout ins ance'

'you know that insurance was around for a log tune.

- But it didn't sell because they called it death insur-
ande._-Nobody is- goineto bet they-are going to die.
Ancl'ihetis what.you.,do when you buy life insdrance.
As an individual, you.cannot win when you,bur life in
surance. . When they called it "life insurance," this.
chapgeda very simple constraint. Ag'youook at the
insurance business today,it his grown quite rapidly on
the concept \that all individuals are going do `die..

.

.

CONSTANT CHANGE IN OPEN SYSTEMS .,k

Inevitabi4040, There is an ess mptionothat open: systetas are con-

Change flimsily in a state f-change. I am not using change`

in a sense that it is always for the betteiment, or
that it is always good to change. I think there is

much61%that'in the literature that states that
;change is;- always- good. Open. systems are continually

.chanting because.. of the, nature of the system itse
Over tide's system must contend with other-systems.

0
'As the open syitem tries to'adjust to its environment,:.
for instance adiustini tp its feedback.mechanisms and
adjusting its relationships, it is going'61 'affect some
other subsystem pr other systems in its environment.
Thus,, the system ;itself causest-changes to occur in the,

. environment, thesystetu it-leals with. Also at the
same time'we are getting change in the internal sub-
systems. As one internal subsystem changes, it will
effedt other su ystems.

Comment: You a e saying the environment also, feeds
back to tile'systemas it changes.

_

Hardin: Righ
' This

in other terms
you it was_cha

3tp output
-What makes t

ULTRASTABILITY

Na4 we want to-talk about stability.
question was raised, a few minutes ago

This system is changing. I just told

ging. We are changing the constraints,
and solle of the feedback-mechanisms.
he-same system? Well, we look at-

systems'dyer time and a term which is used to describe'.
systems,over-time is ultrastability. This-defines -

0031
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stability in terms of change. The system is constantly
l

changing but it has a.itable change. In other words,

the system is at, an. equilbrium with its environment

while the system is 'changing.

So, the stability We think of in a system is a
characteristic of the whole system rather than just

the internal parts. A 1st can be going on internally,

and yet the sliStem is relativelystable. 14914 even

though aspects of a systed's structure change froVtime-
to time it does not necessarily, mean that the sYstem_

dies, or is no loner the same system. For instance,

if .We are talking about the. school board agailt, in a

hundred-years, assuming that we have-the same number

- of slots for our school board, we still have the school

board system. We may change every CompOnent'of the
system and we still have a system. So it doesn't day

we are tied just to one set of components.

TAKING ACCOUNT OF CHANGE OVER TIME

A big key to estimating syNem stability; isthat
you've'got to make a determination of when or to what
degree that change'has occurred in the system such

that it is really ncA<"the same system. Let's say we

have a school board of\which there,are fi6 members.
We want to talk about aschool board as a system. The

schOoi board elements or'lltbSystems are individuals.

-Let us say an individual dies. When this individdal

dies we bring in individual A. We still have five

individuals. The-question is, is this the same school.

board? Is it,the same systed?

In systems we say we can change individual
ponents of it. Over twb years we could do the same
for each individdtl. lAnd we may still be able Co talk
about the system, as the same syste and predict about

Phoice Example the school board .system as being' he ate. I would

-like to 'use as -another example th body. Am I. any_
different-as a system if I took one of my fingers off?

You liquid probably say, "No.'" l*olhat if I took my hand

off? You probably are still willing to go' along.

me and say I haven't.changed too much; I athi,Istill the

same system. I could probably even cut anrarm-apd a

leg off. But if I go beyond that you'thight say wait

a minute, too many things have occurred that have

changed the syst6m. Now I am no; onger dealing with

that type of system.

,Comment: Yes, but your exam& here was removing
0 members' of the schal .board. -Suppose that

,

over a ten -year period-because of voter sentiment
the board changes completely_in Its membership, you

still have a'.five member board but now its decidion6

are entirely .different. Is this the same systenyor is

this a new system?
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CoMment: Once we(studied attitudes of workers in
particular- departments' every two years,for-

twelve years. Bythe end of the'petiod not one person
wasoin the departffiant,that was there in year 1. .Not

one function that was performed in the depar6nent'in

year 1 was being performed in year 12. Yet the atti-

tude structure did not change at all,

CHANGE IN INTERNAL CONSTRAINTS

Comment: On the other hand, you may have a situation

where'the,sthool lAilkd may change in'a very
short time.1 What youAave dqiie*re is change its
.internal constral.hts becauae'solltiol boards are legelly

defined entitie44 with certain proscriptions on their
activities. .Themajor fu4ctions that are performed-
by that board Nape not really changed. There are

different atttitudes, different values, different sets

of internal relationships. But, the major output has

changed relatively little. Stability is not due.to

change in the internal consqaints; ft is because the
external ones have not changgd.

Hardin: So, would you then conclude that it is the

same establishment?
Comment: -Well, this is the difficulty. It is the same

system in terms of the classifiationof sy-
stems,, But it is a different systemf_you are looking

at it in terms of -its internal dynamics. The system

right now Might,vote at a local level to say, "Yes,
we will let girls wear mini skirttin school," where
the system a couple of years ago laid "No.". But they

can't say, "We -don't like the waY,we are funded and -we

don't want to have to depend upon taxation at the local
level; we want our-funds to come some other-way." They.

can't do that, fit-is the same system in terms of ;."5

external constraints but it is a different system in

. terms -of intern?. constraints.

1

CHANGE IN PROCESS WITHIN SYSTEMS

1

Comment: S 4ould'like'to_add an example to this, that
deals with process though and not changes .

in the people only. The example is town councilTen ,

or town supervisors in the Northeast. I think one

trend that is taking place related to that system is
their decision-Making has been moving away from the

concensus form of decision-making. This is where

you decide what you are going to do before the

meeting and that becomes'the only business you bring

up at the meeting. If you read their minutes it looks
like thare.is a tremendous amount of agreement among

the-group. Now, think there has been a movement,

-\
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though it is hard to-document in this decision-making
among boards of township supervisors,

I

I

procesS, rvisors, or

, councilmen or whatever, to -a more debate - oriented process
\ -with split votes and this of thing.

. Change in PgApeived Comm": But what is happening there is titatat(one

Rate . i time the school board or elect men or town '

-*** , constables were defined astrictly an autonomous unit.
We voted them in and it was their job-tO run the govern-

ment. That's no longertheir job.. That'snszlanger
;.heir role in the eye of the,---75Ftrtkituernts. .

Comin4nt: You'can chahge some of the external factors
I that are brought/to bear on the same system

T.4th,the same people in it But for my purposes,_ I _

(-claiM I am dealing with e same systeM that has the-
f- sSitis.status-roles, many 4 the formal expectations
4. ,sre the same, and wax that these expectations

1. -. We' ,filled or the rol are performed has shifted.
T&g.process haSfshifted as result of change in

,=31

external forces.
....0,

IDENTIFYING CHANGES IN THE SYSTEM

,..1.14:din: From a research standpoint a big.factor is

TateKat Change, .
what'major changes have occurred. Now

Puceisa Change notice our assumption that the sum of parts does not

eldil a whole allows us to change the elements, inter-
J
nail, or change some of-the, processes without saying
:that we have lost our system. This is important.

cause we know that changes are occurrIng'over time.
,,Tow, if I.am,tilking about the school board, what
chailges have occurred, major changes in either
external constraints, internal constraints, vinputs

':-.or -outputs? Has the system changed so much that
'sin no longer go back td 1920 data or information

Aont the school board then and say whathappened
has some relevancy to the system Iam talking

-Tabout now?

The definition of these breaks depend on what
you want to do with this system. Would you say the

board. is still 'the same? Perhaps the decision-
asking-process o£-it hasn't changed so far as the

System goes. Maybe the structure has.

Legal Di6.6of.caccon_,.::_Comment; During_ the consolida4on of education in

. :. sorties*.the spates in the Northeast there
.t.,/eresctually systems 'which were formally and legally

.

.. dissolved. Supposedly they disappeared. We.

/-- 46 abolished th's§c10.1-position of towh school board

?
member.Y'..It no longer .exists. That seems tcii;le to4

., be.a major discontinuity in this stream of events.
i

..' 1

WHEN THE SYSTEM NO LONGEkEXISTS

1
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Hardin: Take General Motorsas an example since a
let of studies have\been.done on that

corporation If you try to.goback to 1920 General'

Motors, you find it wad, a lot different than it

.is today. If you go back to 194Q you will see some

things have happened in the system. It might be nice

to talk aboue,General Motors df 1940 as a system and

. comment on that system, but it' ;doesn't help us

'

necessarily explain where its behavior is going to

be today. -So.many things have happened somewhere

along the line that it has changed. is a new -

system.

*Tot Q.4 a.n Another example. Me recognize separations in the

rnrgazton o6 the human system. We speak of ourselves as children, as

Fu,tuite iteen agers, and then as adults, We say there is !some
insight,Jge can gain about constraints if\we knew

' where a person has been in the past. But \we would net

,say that on the basis of this information:)I can explain

your behavior today. (Although there iSia\school,of
thought that says that' I can explain year behavior by
going back and seeing whit your behavior was as a

child.) .This says that the system hag changed so much -

e Sy4stern, and. the constraints on the system have changed so,mudh

that it is not really resent to theOlrediction of

your behavior to go. back that far. It may help explain

what you might do;----but I can't look back there and say,

because you did this or that or had that attitude that

you still have 4.
Comment: Ceithinly you can't control

,ACCOONTING FQR CHANGING SYSTEMS RESEARCH
-

Vartin:, YOU can't control it. And this I think is

important when you:ktrart looking ,at systas\
,because soMebystafaswill change more. Within a year

you may have four changeaLor more-until it no longer

is the same-system. So 5763i of to try to deal with-

,
changes in systems., If you are longer type of .\

study you should use a techniq t t takes--this into

:( account. ,Legal changes could. ra ically

System. Therefore, all the th.ngs hat yousaid about
the system in the past may no _hold true today. Now

the key, I think to doing research on a system over a'

time is to make, Sure that the people looking at the

system say that it hasn't changed so much, or, that . ,

it is*no longer the same sysp.m. Because when you,

try to go to predict about aNsystem that was .there ten'

years ago, it is not going to work.

r-.



Change' by Fiat

Ahitity 4:g Change

the System

Mo4:Impon,cant
Factor

LEVEL OF CHANGE

Comment:- The degree of change relates to th mix .

between external and internal 6:10 raints.

- The selectmen, fot .instance, can change inte ally

but with very little externalchange unless ome

,higher order of system, decrees a change"' d I think 4.4 .1.

this has to be taken into account when you re.looidng

at change. What order, what level of chan+,'are4you
talking about? Does it.comeabout as primiri inter-',

nal or external changes; for'initancek ext- al chan

by fiat. 4 change .by fiat.would be to s- instea

having a three member boardyou are going to have a
,five-member board,oi you will no longerhive,:this
jurisdiction or you have added jurisdidtion:Thatis
one level of change.versUs a change internally- like
instance your attitudes, values and solorth_in
of thepeople. :
Comment: -This degree of internal and externhlcon-

trol can be capsulized in the de pee of auto-

'nomy-of a system veraus other, systems. Tie external

' constrainst may be_greeter on one sys

another. In some cases the primary thing inhibiting
change ;may t5Z internal constraints; the external ones,

may not be a very bigfactori Change may be harder=

if all the
'
constraints are internal.

! z-

-OUTPUT AS CRITEkIA OF-TERFORMANCE 1

Hardin: Now I think by this time you probably have\\*

g feeling that our emphasis is rift uppn the

output of thesystem., The important thing in Under- -

standing systems is the understanding of processes that

go on. Output is part of it but not the crucial part.

And when we make this assumptian.we ought to look at Ss.

the output just.to give us a criterion to judge how the

'processes are doing. In other words, the. outputware
used as.a. triterion from which to judge the performance,

of a system. The essence of any system,Aowever, can
only be underatood by understanding the Processes that

go on. ''

110w just to give you an example in the universip§.°

area, we hive University A,' and'University B. We

judge the performande of a university ky-how,manystu7
dents it puts out. .That isiitsoOtput, hi5.0 many

students. But the essence of the'university is not,
how many students it puts out,. but the process it

'goes about in putting. out the students., inothex
words, you can put out quantity but it may not be

quality. So if ,you are looking at -a university and

you are trying to improye,in the university system/

you are m&re concerned about What processes are going

on to give you the output. ,t doesn't mean you don't

considethe output as far as quantity is concerned but

it is not necessarily the most important factor.

0036
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GOALS OF THE SYSTEM !.1

;

In the industrial area-the'emphisis on prOfits .

has been overriding. This is getting a lot of firms

. into difficulty because they emphasize outputrather
than looking at the processes that are &in on.

,Siogcjig4mg:the : This gets us into the question of what-is the

'Goat - goal of the syStkm? I am surprised that somebody
hasn't raised that question today. We have been

talking about systems. We've named a number of them.

But, what is a goal-of a^system'a A company is a good '
example to look at because there must be at least two a,
libraries full of literature on the argumeritl,of what

shouldcthe goal of the company be. The argument

obviously is,profit. The company should be profit--

-able: That is etmpie", but what is profit? Profit

or whom? You saythestockholders rot. one. But :

wh about managers of the company? If they do.n't

make 'a Certain amount of profit they; are not gbing
to be\around. .Is profit for the short run or the

long.rUn? We all know that we can do thingskin the
short run that will cost us money in the. long run.

So, when _should wehaveitrofit? In what time span

should the profit be made? Obviously if-you-:.are stock
holders that only want to hold Stock for six months

j. you'want the'company tocome put with fantastic pro-
fits quickly.' Profits for whom? Do you want to have,

high profits for the government?.

\
Another person might come along and say:the

profit goal is bad. Companies should have some

responsibility to the community. So not only does
the company have.a profit motive, but it has a 2

service to the community goal as well. We can go on

with various aspects of company goals. One would be

responsibility to the people that work there. Unions

argue that a. firm should not be allowed to dissolve

itself ifit:wants to. It has a responsibilityta the
workers to stay in bUsinesS, whether it makeseny .

money or not.,

,n

cr Matige Puoc4e6

Pakpo4e 06 Goat
174inition

tt

. Now notice the problem you get into. What is

defining the goal ofthe system-going to doT It will
tefl'you what the system is going to do. If you are

going for profit then you can explain some of the
behavior of "the system. Now, can you think of one

goal that all systems have?
, 'Comment: System maintenance, existence.
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SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AS A GOAL OF THE SYSTEM'

Hardin : Okay, existence: We could define a system
that didn't haVe that, but dove ever .

really want to talk about a system that does not

want to be there? So if we define the primary goal
of a system, of all systems, as existence; or we
might say survival, we avoid arguments over what is
a goal of that'system. And,mtherefore, we avoid the

argument of which is the best purpose for t system,

to do. By assuming that a system would fid do any-'-'

thing that would jeopardize its surviVa e oafi then

look at the system in terms of whati/ Would do in
attempting to maximize-i s potentiai/surVival in the

future. Where-the -ctd-atiaiea with which it is .

For instance, a schoolisysteni has to be effec-

tive. It has to be effi ent. It has to be adequate.

How do we determine ho effective the school system

has to be? It wilt as effective as-it has to be

to guarantee that will'be around. Few systems

want to dissolv hemselves. For example, think of

the federal ernment. ,I7don't know of many agencies

that have e -r been dissolved. They just keep staying

around.1 may, change their goals or constraints

that th are working under but they still remain

relat ely the same systems.

SELF-PERPETUATING SYSTEMS

The March of Dimes is another exS41e. The,

March of, Dimeg in time tolved its problem didn't
it?' We thought we got rid of it finally. Then

every year there was still a March of Dimes drive.
When they finally, conquered the disease they wanted
to conquer, if that had been their goal, they. should
have said that wet it. Let's quit. But what
happened?, They"quickly shifted the constraint to
'say we'have other diseases that we need to look at.

Now-when you are dealing with systems you assume
You say no system is going to do anything that it

thinks is going to jeopardize its existence. A sys-

tem does not think, necessarily, but if can react to
its-environment. 'It will adjust iii any way necessary

to,guarentee existence.

.

.

..
So when you try tc, understand the behavior of ,

what takes-place within ,a system you say that any- '-

thing that takes place has to be viewed in- terms of
balancing the influences of subsystems that are

A System WiellNo:t trying to stay around. ,Now 'all things being eqdhl, '

Sett -Dattact ,, the larger system will usually Win. -If"the larger

. .syitem sees that abolishing, asubsystem would t?e: ,

'

gOod,for the'entire system, it will have to take

.

0038 .;
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action on the subsysth. The/sUbsystemwill not
dissolve itself. /

4

FEASIBILITY OF SYSTEM CHANGE

Abolishing the - subsystem or dissolving the
larger system has to be feaSible.-.I have taught a
lot of ease methods to studens that want to find
out how to improve a company I am amazed by the
number that-would telleme to geti.rid of the - president

or the owner. How do yoU fire-avresident? 'How de

',you get rid of a person that owns 51 percent of their

system? Therefore 4hen you look to change the system
,you must be realistic about the alternative states ,

.that you can be in. In the federal government, for
instance, when you create an agency, I would be willing
to bet that it will be 'Around as long as the govern-
ment la around, inione foim or another. If you.want,,

tocreatea subsystem you maybe creating complexity,
wfthout,solving your problem. -

,TEMPORARY SYSTEMS,

CoMment: Hmeare we to analyze'what is, increasingly
a phenomenon of our time; the:temporary

systems? Some temporary systems; are, deliberately
established to be temporary.. The larger system, sets

up a temporary subsystem whose outputipill supposedly.

,enhance the Larger system, thatis,ettence the sur-

emoted Not t.,-0 Yvival of the iarger systeM. 'But the subsystem is
delibtfately created in' such a way that survival is

not its primary goal. Its primary goal is another

kind of output. It is a deliberate attempt to struc-
ture things so'thaethis survival goal is subordinated.
and that you get an output, a specific kind Of output.

Acton 1/42A4u4, Comment: Most of the time we are talking about systems

Advibay R au% which are created:to perform action arto .

- bear responsibility.. An end product isSome type, of

action. Ad hoc committees dan't usually fill this

role. They have no responsibilities, tHey have no
decision-making power for the most part. They are

ady.lsory.only,:or fact finding only and the reapanaibility

and decision still rests within the primary system.

SUBGROUPS AS INPUTS TO THE SYSTEM
.

. , .

.
. . .

,Hardin: You could look at it from an. input stand-

o.,
. 'point, too. We think of- inputs

. t
_.

1

necessarily as just money.' Obviously if you had an

,

y
ad.hoc'eommittee and you have given it certain funds

v.
ant:l, the fundi run out it is goingsio dissolve. -It _

t')-has no more input. if,'-you bring'people into committees

and don't pAy them you are giving them what else instead?

G' -1,

0
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What are theinputs.yOu are bringing in We to

entice them to come in yWnlay be giving then gyss-
tige and so forth. -Then y4 ,say no Longer are ,you
going to be called i'member,o1 this `committee after '

this certain date because we4on't *ant yOu any more.
, , 4 . .

.

Re,stitic,thig inputs
In other words, again you cut.offthe input' of 'the,
.system. We are taiking,ibouti largersystem that is ,

?i.,0-,,

creating S Asystemhat holdinlgtitvery tightly with-'
. An hounds -and; holding very 'tight contiols on the.in-

,g-puts and outputs.

0

Batande bi Tae and
MAntenance Input4

(Whin. a
Dime _Frame

777

DISSOLVIRb AD HOC GROUPS"-

Comment: Some administrators have &and that these ad
hoc gropps assumed a whole new structure of

their own and goeou of hand. And I wonder if in this.

context adding to it some qf-the things we know about .
systeMs there has to be some balance between orientation
to a task and maintenance inputs? If you assign too

big a task to one ofthese ad,hoc groups pretty soon
it.is going to start calking in its own inputs that the

larger- system hadn't planned' on. It will 'start building

up its own processes and becOme institutionflIzed and

you can't make the darn thing.go away..

Comment: Educational advisory crmittees-arg41,A00e,
illustratiOn at the local .11eVel:", They

made ug of citizens,,and;-.if theycan't4it the:boird'
to act, frequently .they will go ':out and, campaign among

the citizens on theiton, and circumvent -the board '7-

of education. k ,

Comment: Also, theY'llsmally find a function all f their

own, or aLrePetitiVa function. If4Pt. is.
)

repetitive function.you areTgoing to bye in trouble trying

to eliminate them.

TIME SPANIN GOAL.DEFINITION

Comment: Out conceptuak-.gtoblem Might be partly re-

solVed tri.tha definition of goal.' 'Thegoil

is defined within S;:timespan. The so-called,temporary
committee has a go01,and part of its goal is also part ,

of the time spin. Their goalis to do something within
a.ceitain amount ciftiMe.cWhen that is doneNpley no
longer have that goal aqetherefore they no longer
exist as,a system. Yet, ,while'they existed, their goal

or need was to exist and survive. The balm thing is

-true with thistempotaricOMmittee thit)converted it-*
'self into a permanent thiq. The goal:is existence and

survival of ,a certain time!spant, Whem,that goal is met

they may decide to change theirigial again to- survive

for a m Wsewtime'span. I think te still fit,
what 'Dr. Hardin is saying. about the survival goal Girttk

systems. . .

4
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Comment: ,Dave
what

-a certain kind
want to study,

NT VERSUS SYSTEM TENUREb-
ask a question now. I thirik

ou. y ii\that we anticipate
from system.). we really don't
element ...out there as systems'

, I want
'I heard y

of output
or define

32

if.theitrelationsHips are so ephemeral:0aq' ere is

not a chance'in the.world that we could'i'aVer get hat

kind of output. We want enough stability>in whatwe_
define as sYstems so that theid-ds a-chance that we can :

get the kind of output that we are,interested in. I

,amtrying to relate time span with regard to system
stability aria possibility of output. With:certain
kinds.o?stputS we want to focus on systems that have

ashort alendar-state: Ygt there' are other kinds
things, action or decision'-making, we'went to fimus

-

one %want to define, our systems 'predominantly for
research purposes as-those that have a long time span..

CONCEPTUALIZING' THE. SYSTEM'

. ,
Hardin: One of the biggest probleMs in doing research,.

on, systems is that we have a tough time con- .

-= .'Non-Phyzicat ceptually seeing them: -1.1e can agree on a car because

Sy4tem& most-of us can-see it physically as a system. We talk
about. what is the healthcare system ari3,you start
talking about *d i f f e r e n t components' and4adtiing acrdas

this is in fact a system that a certain of
states. It is difficult to get .people to agree that

t-

., survival, that wants to'exist as a system. .

, Co nt: What if I-iment a'sY.stem and tome how foist
.

. , it on thdpubliell. ':
.-4 11..

'Ha din: .I won't use the term'"inVentiira system ..,

1
(-because essentially their gystem, is invented

too, All you are doindi-giving them a different
point .off view. In other words, you .are ng to have

-Y to say their concept of the rural cnnmuni .services

system is incorrect. Arid that they've go to include

'these other elements& ,
.

4)

MOdtiteatt.0414 04 '' Comment: Do you think all sYstems.: in that dense are
,,*

..
.

L' modifications and ncit a'case of ,knocking

. this one out and inventing a new one; I mean,'In terms
of.health delivery system? . ," .

Hardin: Right. You know that, the big problem in most
systems of agreement is not on the obvious

.. ...

things;doCtors, for instance, belong to'the health

'' system. 14ostpeople wouldn't disagree on that bat'
when we talk ah644rtiggists we may have solpisagree-
tent. Arethey-In or out? What about the local pert
sons in tile -domthunity called midwives? Are these ,

people'in the community part of the health serVice.area?
You Seehat is'cutting across judgments of whether we '

0

1)45e/text
Paapeai:ve

Syztem 0

e

-Judgmenta any
Eeementa,to be
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should include the peril eral typeS of things, things,

that aren't obviously the systehl You are essen-

tially expanding your gStem eo Sastbally a 11- her ,

level. Thus, you are saying we cannot understand the
health service area pnlesS me-include these elements.

Comment: Do we need to go back.toethekasic but --

erroneous a umption (I alway catch myself

getting caught 'up in t is,,tero) of thinkiilg that a.

system is out there as a teal thing. We agreed'that

we could, from an anal tidal and research point of

4e5a; define the system a Tway we want. But.yet,we

are -so culture bound in the theory OE the firt'or-
theasganization that -.when we think of a system we

Almost think of ittytionymously as an organization.
That is why we try to say we invent a syetem.'BUt,

ofor ui putposes,we:don't haVeto be concerned with. -
that becauseaf what we are looking at doesn't meet-
our criteria, we simply define it in terms of new

criteria. We'dcn't have to worry about'what is: going
...

on in the so- called real world or the phenomena as

we see it. , ,. . .
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PURPOSES OF DEFINING A SYSTEM'

Hardin : But we have to go back to what is the pur-,Er:

. . pose we have in; mind of doing the reeardl'i

or_ understanding the system. the purpose is either to

predict where the system as we define it is going to *,,t1',

go or to. be able to change it and control it. Thatjs:_
where the burden of proof comes in. That is where we

have to defend which
-
level is the right level to lOok

__at the, system.
p.

/4ky For instance', if you observe that people are

losing -health services and Someone else comes along

'and says, "But,. ir you lookat this; they are, nbt
losing-the services, they are just being misdirected,"
you may want to change things or your_ observation may

be wrong. But,'if you look at a larger system, you

y be right.. What system is worthy of investigation

`depends-Upon this. Obviously fronithe' human standpoint

we wani-to try to deal with the simplest system.

SYSTEM PREDICTION,AND.CONTROL
'

4,61,.
'Comment: Haw do one's research goals fit into this?

We can be interested solely in prediction,
that is the extension of boundaries of our dUcipline

On the other hand our research project, in
general, an4 many of us who axe-7,in -thecolleges of

Agriculture', Life SciericeS, Email; Etiology and HumL:-

Dev opment have -a very'-#rong mission

and rural development. Given this kind of brienta,-=.

ion We have an academic interest in prediction /

0042
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and a very strong professiOnal interest in control.
In other words, we want o be involved in setting

policy. If FHA changed the policy here,- then what

AAmodatipm in would happen? Now does 't this tall us certain

Relecvmh De6ign systems, certain kinds of consensus over system
houndaries"in action syspems, in other existing
governmental or private sectorsystems, have to'be
accommodated in our research design?

THE "REAL WORLD" IN BALANCING fikE.SYSTEMS MODEL

Comment: We wish to work toward the futilre. We in-

. cludeeas one of our research objectives,

Sim aced Sy44a16 !!not..T and ill the future."° We want tq be able to think

about simulated.systema, one system, that our tlient6,

the consumers,haven't even thought of. We've got to
do some.of that, but Wye got to do some things that
fit within the undeistanding of our action-related,
legitimizing people of what systems are.

1'

.In other words, somehow we've got to find a
4r

/ rather delfOate balance between "invented" systems and-

Batanaing thi what would like to call "simUlated"systems; on thee

Theoteticat,and One hand defining systems as we see them an& on the-

the: React
other hand staiing within this balance of concensus
as to what the real world systems "are." Because those
people out there-have to define systems and impose thed
urqn the world,we:may have to work within those systems
eV-we do our research.

o

Input Coikititaint
4

51aPut ContAaint

RESEARCH SYSTEMS CONSTRAINTS

-Hardin: Yes% You are talking about a research system
basiealiy. In other words you have to'worry

about your inputs to support your research. Ifyou go
out and drastically change the system or if you say
there has to be welfare or free medical care for every-
body, we know what is going to happen to the politi-
cian -rho funds or helps give you the Inputs. If he

is a conservative, he won't like,that.concept. Further-

more.he-is. net going to .stay in office because he
helped fund you. You-are not going to have your inputl
.very long. So what you, are faced with is constraints

on your research system. You can only go so. -far to

change the system because of constraints on your inPuts

You also have constraints on your output because'
you can't go'too fast on he-change sometimes, although
you may know it may be good-. The outputs.will affect
the constraints on the politician who 'gives you the in-.
put: So when you dos the research, the alternatives
thatorou.can choose as far as changing the system is

0 04:3
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concerned are constrained; you gin not do certain-
things, depending on the short run, or long run.

RELEVANT AND POSSIBLE RESEARCH `1:

4

The''type of research -or the system yod.talk about
Also may be constrained. .You've got-to make a judg-
-went. How much constraint by the outside system-is so
much that you':6 really just waiting your time trying
to get information about it. ,For instance if yod are-
talking ab6ut changing an education system,,a constrai4nt
could be that the only way you can make Changes to-in- °

crease the effectiveness, efficiency and so forth is -to

-act on the totalsystem on the state,Aevel. And there
no. way you can _do that. Then yourlte got to say,

"Shodld I rook-at.the subsyfena"

So you see, you are yourself caughtn a systet.
In othertiwords, when .you start doing research you are_

bound. The systerni' that you can look at the outside
people will try to define fOr you. And you.in turn _

only have a certain variance within which you can even
define systems. And unfOttunately some of the _best
systems to look at are the ones on the outside of that

-variance. Some of them are eliminated because they
won't give you information. You -are cut off as-far'

as gathering data on that type -of -system. So you °are.

yourself dealing with a system.

Hardin:

RE-EXAMINING NE-77 CRITERIA FOils,\

SYSTEELBOUNDARY DEFINITION

How have yod defined your system? We bAve
down these criteria:

1./ Nonmetropolitan
2. Geographic territdry. .

3. ,DemographicAharacteristics
Comment: We are interested in people living in scoe-

SeutatA to Rtma2 metropolitan coimunities.--We are interested

Re&idents in terms .of the-service they may get, their
service ate local community. Or, sometimes they may

have to go Cit*de the nonmettopolitAn community, to-get
it. ?or exampleMome people may go to their regional
medical- center like4ospori where there are eye, ear,

nose and-throat speciakets and 66 on.
Hardin": Well. hot; many bq..yottWree tliat you are

defining a oonmetrOpolitan-area as people
living, in rural areas? .

Comment:- Well, We don't want to-get hung up on the, .'

difference between nonmet
but.if, you Can reconcile the two-of t
right,- ./

L.

olitan and rural
em: you ate al-'

, -

o
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g . ,

RESIDENCE AS A USEFUL .DISTINCTION

Comment -: In-picking up your dse:Of the word, "living,"
we .have taken residence basically as the

eleMent of definition of the people- in the system.
liere are those people whose normal abode is,in this

_ region.

Comment: Getting back to health delivery system and '

the problems that rural areas are-facing

. "now, it,Might be that they have a super highway. When

interstate 80 went through northern Pennsylvania it
created all kinds of problemi in emergency rare,
because people were in the area who werene.er there
before. They had to reshuffle this organization in
the emergency' health care area. With the health pro-
blem it may be that an area has' to be defined as the
geographic system-rather than just People that live

there..

Dignitiorj

Itatinction Between
Pvunanent and

_Jempowty Rea:-
Hence

t

Pubtemi
CooAdination

. ' COMPLEXITIES OF BOUNDARY DEFINITION

EatdiA : Do you aet,wkat I am; getting at? If you
liwit your total system or your concept of

what You are going to cover in services to just people
living there you are taking it down One step.
have exCludeda-syAem which recognizes that transient
people coming through' the system may also need.th-e -

service
Comment: This is a very real dibtinction.....- For example,-_

the area that we are in right .now as well, as-

the whole state of Vermont is nonmetropolitan, but in
the summertime two-thirds of the.people in this im-
mediate area come from metropolitan areas. 'Now, if

we are .concerned with service delivery in-this area,
it i'sn't where the people live permanently that is

important. Rather, itis the services available in
the area where they happen to be and for this part of
Vermont the kind Of problems t 'hey create because they. _

are here,. Now if you call living, temporary living
or seasonal living,, alright, then,you-have met your

definition. But this boundary, thing is more difficult,.

more complex than if first-appears.
/

AGREEING ON THE TOTAL SYSTEM

Hardin : 'Initial boundary definitiOn is one of the
' problems as you start research. You are .

going down into the.pubsystems betause-this iswhat
You are concernedwidT:'You work with the larger.

)subsystems. 1'hiS-is what you are going to be judging

your work on. But, unlesat the start you understand

004,5 -.,
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what large system you sall.Want to study, you ate goifig
to have tremendous difficulty bringing it backta-
gether.

You are going to be judging the'tOtal service's as

the output. The way, you would probably set it up is

to examine the adequacy of the,serVices, or commtglit'Y

services for-the large sytem. Unless you have a clear
idea of what the large system is you are not going to
know whether it is adequate or not. For example, it
May be adequate for the people living there but not
for transient people.

Now, from a practical standpoint, if, you are going
to try to get, funds or to convince people to change'ana-You
leave out a big segment of the population you will' Take
it more difficult to sell your change to people. Yok
may/not.get,funds from the,govetnmentbecause they
recognize there is a big, element you possibly have:
left out as `far as effectiveness is concerned. The

gengral public may not even recognize the fact of
effectiveness in yousystem because they are judging
effectiveness by when they go into'the state for a 1

'weekend. They are transient. They can't get health
services on the weekend. 'They will call that in-

effective. It'Imay be'highly effective for the large

sygtem.you were talking about. ,We can't,even start__ _

talking about spliting up into subsystems' until we
agree from a research standpoint on what are we going
to consider as our large, liaintsystem.

TOTAL SERVICE PROCESS

Comment: If one stqaes service delivery 'systems ' .

does one MElude.the consumers of the system;
or SOle1:7 the providers?

Hardin: Well; that's why. you ate dealing with sub-°
systems. I think yOUIye got to take the

larger view of all the services.' Now how.dO,Iyou go

about measuring the -gubsystems and the proceS4es that

are going on? You can't determine that until you say
what is te larger1SYstem you are going to'look_aE.
You've got'a giVer AM a receiver. °If you 'look onlY
at'the providers then you are saying'reseatCh-WiAe we
are-not concerned about the receiver. We are talking

_about services only up'to the point'in time until
they'-can.be received, -That:is a couple of levels down

from the total system.

RATIONALE FOR ,DATA COLLECTION 1

4
For example; TrlotiCed you have some demographic

ifgures, right But before you did that research what

-FOcu4 o6 Re4eakcit
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determined the group that you loOked at; 'It appears
that you,tciok actually the people that were living

here. Which' was what? Convenient?

Comment: Probably.

Hardin: Convenient because of permanent residence:,
Yet if that is the system you want to talk

about because of convenience, stay with it. But if

you want toinelude transient people and we want to
concern ourselves with delivery systems of health,
services, we are going to run into problems because
we have eNcludedqn this area of Vermont at least

half of the.people to whOM we are supposed to,be
delivering services.

MAXIMIZING EFFICIENCY UNDER CHANGING NEEDS

Comment;', This,is one thing we kicked around earlier.
One of the problems was in'delivering this

ser ce inn, terms of the peak need and whether you
have under-utilized services when your seasonal resi-
dents aren't in the community. Meeting the peak needs

of the seasonal people creates quite a drain on
services for the year-round commusity. You may be

over-built.in terms of hOspitals,k Whereas for the ,

year-round residents you may be under-bu4t in terms

of educationalrfacilities. ,

Comment] Are all the output6 of any system either
. ',inputs' into another sYstaior feedback into

,,,

- that tame system? .

Hard n: Right, output has to'go somewhere. By

,
definitiomf the way.we are looking at the

mo el, any output-ha got to affeCt some other system.

Comment: So iff you are over builfin terms ofyoU
peak needs for this community, then that is

not necessarily efficient because it is not being

' utilized year-round. Say you have 00 hospital beds
and,you need that .for the skiing season, because of
bfiiken legs, arms and so on. ,Then in the off season

.of-the year op only need: 20 -peds:_ What you have is

80 beds that iren't 'really helpful.

Commdnt: 80 bed constraint, tight? You've got to

d cide whethet Ion can afford to operate
and survive. ) ,

i

DEVELOPING FLEXIBLE SERVICE RESPONSE -.

Comment: I wasmaking an assumption that if you were
going,-to be' functioning as a system you had

to sneer that peak demand for 100 beds, even though -in-

,,yarts of the year you only:ApetleT2O'bed6._ '

C nt: an,you've gorto ask how can we -meet the
eakimithout ging disadvantaged with the

r ,

.
. .

1?,
*

Meeting Ppak Me
.Without Oveh-
Lo y4t

0047
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ove elming 80 bed 'conStraint because that influOnces
the feetiv-enest our systeid. And,

"thegeford, our output is going to, be, ve* costly in --

terms of resources.
COment: Well, it would -be, nice to have 100 beds

available fox people who. come here for a
',short period of time,_ but the permanent system just
-eannot take that load.. We need an innovation in how
to meet that need.

DEFINING THEfTOTAL- SYSTEM AND RELEVANT 'SUBSYSTEMS

Hardin: liere-we_have a problem'of defining the people.
_

at. are -living there and trahlient people:
VeiinitiOn- 06 11Reg- thtis.,assume that certain researchert only want to
- dent" by "Sub.sptem look at the periaanent residents. Maybe ,certain other

individuals only want to look at -the transient people.
When you gather information aid you say, "I am only
talking now about the residents," you know what sub.;
system you are talking about. In the educational area
you may find that it is more logical and meaningful

----to talk aboht just 'the people living there because the
transient people aren't viing to be :going to. the schools:

In the -hospital area you may find that you need
to talk abotit the larger system in the sans'e..of-in-
eluding. both of theta. You are, talking about -meaning-
ful ways to express -effectiveness of the subsystels.
Any statement must be prefaeed.'by- the the'lact 'that it -

refers to a .specific system level.
1

In the education subsystem You ,are hqlding the

System Ve1.LhA2ion external constraints; i.e. .., the transient people,
fairly well constant, and- concludint- these constraints
aretnot going to have a great effect`on the educationS1
subsystem. So, when someone ,itVeducation says," -This
is an effeetive-serviee in -our community," we know that
this system includes only pecipl, wing there and-not k

transient people.

_But, when YOu talk bout hospital effectiveness
you are talking about effectiveness for transients as, ,

well as -more permanen residents. '-The housing analysis .
you hay split urint residential services and tran--
sierit services. Yo,d_.maykdecide that there'are housing
services that thislarea moist -havc,for people that are.
}trams ent. You may do effectiveness studies of

/i transient :honsi4 and- essentially not Worry about
permanent rest ent, -except as a .constraint. Now,, when
-yogi. report ye r research, you know- that it is be-sad
on the transient: subsystem and it must be combined
'with. finding" from, the ,residential,,subsystem -'are_e_goinwto talk about housing services for the
populatieh,

. 1
A

-. t -..

Specii of
._,.Sygem Let

Coattainta in
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PA.obtens o System One of the biggest problems of system definition is

Aiinition Recapped making clear in your mind before you begin the research

what total system you are going to be talking about -in,-

your research. Decide' who else is talk' 'about the

syitedi and what, are they taning about? n they

read something about your work they will kn what

largesystem you -are dealing with.

WHAT ARE THE LARGER SYSTEMS?

Syztem az Mentat Comment: What we have sort of tossed around is a new°

laztuttion concept for me; that systems exist mare in
people's minds than they do as real objects. And

therefore, for us to analyze health, housing and
education puts us 'into a behavioral science kind of

model of research. I don't know how much we have been

thinking about that kind of model. It is a matter

of tracing through people's minds,talkingaboutsystem
as a research approach, versus trying to put down

'secondary data, numbers and such.

System Re6e)tenee

Now when-you take the concept of systems research,
i.e.., what is iri people's minds, and add tq that' the

notion that anyone of these thtee service systems is

a part of'a larger system, mY'question is, "What kind-

of a larger system are these subparts of? Is it the

community?' Is it the county? Is it the state?"

Id

DEALING WITH ABSTRACTIOW".

Hardifi: Let's talCeothe question about systems within.

.

.
.

systems. For me, all systems'are basically

abstract. Even a perception of what is solid can vary
with individuals, but it is.easiet to understand some-
thing if it can be 'seen physically out there. Let's

go to the housing subsystem.,

State Liemet Houzing

q:f

.Regiona. Levei

A HOUSING SYSTEM EXAMPLE

We know that housing is part of a larger system.
-We know that there are constraints in the region, for

,instance, funding for the region. The funding is for

the larger services systeM and notnecessarily just for

housing alone. Let's say that we are only concerned
with the housing subsystem in one state. .We can make
an analysis of'the housing sittation, and possibly the

adequacy and effectiveness of the subsystem within a

state.

4

In our research' we may conclude thkt the .housing

. supply is adequate given that'w are talking tbout this

subsystem. The supply may not°be optimal if we com-

bined it with the otherten states. In other words,

6049
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optimal housing for the region may be'slightly

different; it.rdoesn 't have to coincide with optimal>

_housing for at state:

IMPACIWRIBSYSTEM ON :LARGER SYSTEM

Further, what this system does will have an
Tre

influence, upon ,the larger system that it is in.'

If all the money is given to one state -what!s going

41t4 to happen in the other ten states? Also we are con-

cerned only with the constraints on the system that

are'relevant. We have a multitude of constraints,

obviously: We look for relevant external constraints =

which originate in the larger sy4tem that the subsystem ,'

. is in. Itwould be almost impossible to constan'tly,

keep going up system levels. :

Now youyou can t ke it down even a little further,

and go to the indi idual in s particulO'r community.

4 .

Individuat, levet. What
, ,..

'is opti 1 housing fox, an individual given .. ,

, .
certain constraint ? For example; one constraint is

that he won't move away from a certain location. If
:. we could get the -in vidual to,move we might,be.able

ibe.state.
to get an optimal- hou ing situation more easily through-

'
out_ ,

.- s7
,

.

.

Ob4 eir.ving 1 nteit-
(tett° n

So we can deal with the subsystem recognizing that -.:.

the larger system has an influence on it. Characteris-

tics of the larger system serve as constraints. "Also,

we can talk about the subsystem and its influence on =

the larger- system. : .

, s.

ABSTRACTING THE SYSTEM FROM OBSERVATIONS . ,

)r

Now to ansyer the question about the abstraction;'

of the system. The systems approach says thaeige.see f%1

objects, e.g., individuals and house ,,,and ttleter--

action among these objects. From th5se obseiliktkons

we have to abstract the processes that go on. These .

compose the ':system. . ,

It is important to note the interaction ataiiie

objects, e.g., fhdividuals and &uses. This does°10t0

imply that it is necessary to ask each.individual.

-about his conception-of a.good houtel. We look.ac,

housing that they are choosing and conclude thaV-0. e

most .People tend to be choosing this type of housiiig;

they probably prefer it. - 15*-
.0 ,

: ;;

.

0
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t PREDICTING WITH A ISYSTEMS,MODEL.

&LUZ ng the Mad. If .our del predicts correctly, we build this

\certain type
)fore , the syst

house, and people live in them,
m or our concept of what is out

There-
there

as,a system; g"ves us a good predictive-tool. We don't

know tha4the'-system,mOdel is correct: There could' -be

Other reasons that are the cause. Apr model says that

Adding New
Retationshio

p

Model Stitge I

it was the preference 4,indi7iduaJs to dhoose this
type of housing that canO6d them to Jive in the houses.
It maybe that these houses are the only ones' available.
But the'modeLor the system we are taAlmg about helps
us predict.'

'IEROVING THE MODEL
A

If we are wrong and the peOple d taidon't live in tkii
houses then we have. to go back to the model we create
and ask ourselves some questions. Is our error due to

focusing on the wrong process? Is there something else
that we need to include in the system that helps us

explain the situation? Could it be that not only the .

appearande of the house lint the number of the apartments,
that are available for rent should also be included

in the system?
,

We posit another relationship. Maybe there is 'a

connection between the type of house and the availar
'biliey of rental units. There may be an interact A
between those in a person's mind. We predict on t4lat

1 ba'sis and build rental housing to provide better
J

services. If we predict that they would go into the
rental bousing buf they won't go into the regular
housing then we'predicted correctly.

6'
BUILDING A'SIMULATION

What we are starting to do here.is to buildwup a

simulation. I start off attempting to make the
assumptions that I believe will 'hold true as simply
as possible, as linear as= possible, and without any;
interaction:L That is the easiest model with which

4 to deal. 4 1 A

But duto the fact that there are interactions
among variables we need to ;have feedback here. At

any point in the simulation's development we may try ".=,

it to see.ifit predftta where the system is going
to go. If it is accurate we are more willing to
accept the simulated system model.

Modee Stage II.
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7-Ai:at Ran If I change one of the assumptions here, 'cord
.. instance, and put in a highet proportion of rental
'units,' what. will 'be theeffect upon hgusing adequadyT
You change the Variable in the-Simulation and run7it

. through.toTtee whatk the system would 'thenolook like,

J ',-
-1

. ° ct

IMPROVING THE SIMULATION '
. c.

C.
I

I 7 9 , e

If,you get goodresults from the simulat
a
ion, you t

may want to build more rentals nits in Community-4,

oz state. If ,you do this in your ,ommullf4y and rentals

1 ',don't comej)upt4. way you thought they'poU4 or,with- 0
. 0

6 inb`punds You anticipated you'vecgot to 'go bacr and

Model Sage 111 . '''- ask Yourself;" Why?" Was it because you didn't use the
. .

il
oOrrect values in this system? Or, was it because &Dine.

e.

external constraint came in that you had not 41-n.Sideted,
d

: e.-,,g., a flood? If you don't think an external constraini -

has drastically 'Changed the, eituatiop,'go back to your
simulation. -Ask yourself if there are some relationships
that are incorrect.' Then, you change 'them to(better

predict the situation you observed.
I' ,

I

T

'Reeti.ont, hips a system that is dynamic. There are certain reTation-

,,

DYNAMIC '.
.,-

. . ..'

What'YOu have done by using a simulation' is create ;.'

ct

,,1

ships and you are taking them and building a model.
And,, over time, I hop0to build it complex enough so.

.,:that as I understand the complexity of my simulation
-'I will undetsthpd the complexity of the relationships

. in the..real would

Impeit..6ect -Image
o Unit/ eft.6

.0

Remember one of the fitst comments I made. Wei

don't' expdct any type of 'simulation ever to be °

exactly like the universe. .'But our simulatedyStem
helps us understand what possibly could happen If we
do',,Such and 'such. If,we-changetthe income of the
people, what possibly could happen? If we changefthe
tax rates, what-posSibly could happen?

INTEGRATING SUBSYSTEMS:

Comment: Earlier you commented that in order' to in
..

. grate the findings of research on three
systems you had, to have some sense of the definitoon
Of the total system Though that intuitively is = ttra
tive to me I 'haven't the. foggiest idea of what WMeans.
Hardin: You have three subsystems and you want to.in=,

1 nt eg nat.W,Degned
tegrate them. This is not in the sense of lbeing..able

to use the same data.' What iinean.by Integration is
that if we are talking abodt a concept of services arid'
our concern is with the total service delivery system,

0052-
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in,order to improve the total delivery system'we
got to integrate whaOs goingtOn in three subsyst

.

,
,

.

Integuting Hotaing- .
Take housing and education as an example. ,you re

,aild, Edutattoot .

Interested in providing School's closer to chidren's

. - .-* homes becase you think that will improve the school
..,

.
.,

. systems, Therefore, where should you put yoUr new
it

.A.

. , school:sr If,you-makethis dee.ision without also in-",this

:eluding the housing system you could be'placing,
t ,

schools where there is no housing. Or,° if you .start

with housing, youlmey-pui housing' in a place whiCh;., p

. ...
. ,. * creates educational problems. . . ..\

.. 3 l ef ^

'44 Laing' Ciofto n
Now,' if you are going to do research in comma-fifty ..

, Levet., 06 Anaty4Ls
seiwices you've got to keep this fn mind. What, . t

..-

,
,went to dowhenyou,are investigating one subsystem i; 1-,-

d
...,

. -py keep close to the ,other subsystdms. The researcher

f-
.may be gathering information and building understanding.

-, of the education system, which is an external constraint
,upon *the housing system that you are studying. And,.,

. the housing syStem, in turn, becoMes an external.con-

straint on theedudation system. We can-better'under-
,

a stand thehousing subsystemif we know what, is going

% ,
.
>on with the external constraint represented by the :'- '

,

educatibnal subsystem. .

. c .

.

-

I ntelth.s2,62L0 ru) hip4
Without going into detail you can see how this

06 Sub4y4tm6 would effect hospitals as well.. If your `schools` and
:

housing are in a' cer'tain,plece-this locationisgoing
to affect your medical area Where do we'put,the

-,..... medical facilities? Now if you go about this using a
nonsystemic approach you would put in the housing and
then worry about the education facilities later.

. .

a

Sabotimizihg
Sub4y4temz

A

OTIMIZING THE TOTAL SERVICE AREA

In a systems approach we are looking at a,total
area.I We would like t6 putt our housing, education and

. hospital-services systems such that the lOcdtion,,of
:all three.of them is optimal. You may do one in a
isolated' fashion or maybe you would want to. have an
optimal school system but you can't get as far with
the other two; houSing or medical services: Then you

optimize the total, service area. In this case, it is

a matter of where you would put your Physical facili-

ties.ties. You ere sub-optimizing the individual-subsystems:
-

CASE sTopy AS INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE

A-techniilue of integration that has not been

widely used in some areas 4,a tihe case study method,
Perhaps you might try to find a typical county aree4-

0053 .w
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Systems.
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\ .

. . .
--,',;.,

You may want to .go in and just concentrape on getting
information about all'threeservice area and how they

k
interrelate there. Then you Could come back and.discuss
the\influence of one:On-the others. ,FroM the case you
might see how the sYstem.couid be integrated.

/
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Advhmtage6 a6
Community Levd

)

Chorme Level with

t

But Rawas

Commonatity the
.Key

.

sFedekae Govelmment
Examte

.

I
LEVELS OF ABSTRACTION ,

'Comment:, AS you havebeen.taiking it increasingly
seems to me'.-that a system it'anabstractieln--

and that even as an abspaction2.9mmunity" is,a use-.
ful yay to think about &system. In other words the

most-practical level of analysis is not this region,
not the 'state, but It may be a comMunity. At least at -

that, level of abstraction you have all three services

and you have identifiable constraintsin,iterms of
willingneat. and abilityetotie these three services

together. You have identifiable external constraints
4p :terms of state and federS1,15Olicies athey affect
locaI services. As an 'abstraction, the ammunity might
be a useful.way to thihk about the systeT.

Hardin: You have to keep in mind that the systems
approach is only concerned wit being able

to predict the phenomena we are.,going to-see in,the
future or being able to control. Or chang the pheno-

mena. So,. we are not too concerned with the level of

. abstraction. In fact, we'use a level ofjabstraction
that gives us the best results. If looking at the

total services of a region doeslmot giveyou the best
results .from the standpoint of getting the things,
done, you may have to go down a step. I) you are

uncomftjrtable'deaIing with the high abstraction maybe
you'v'e got to come down to a lower level.

COMMUNICATING ON THE SAME LEVEL

The key here is, that the level of,abstraction you
.select has 40r to give you an increased understanding
or increaseeability to predict or change qe system.
The point is not to get hung up on which' system you have

to be in. Remember that the key is that if I want to ,.

talk to you about this system 'attthis level, 'I must ,

Make sure we know what we are' teling about. If you

want to talk about community systems, many 'people ,w111

Wive a feel for this level. "

e
! .

ziP

I think we ran inte,tbis problerry3f sygtem leyels
tn some of the government programs of'recent years.
That is, we may be able,kto sub-optimize systems; but- .

from a total standpoint 1t has been detrimental id some

areas. The way that welfare standards are,set is an

0054,
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J example.: SPreadi4 the welfare burden by allowing.
3 5

. . states to have the abilityttOdetermine hovsmuch
they want td,give may'put Unjust burdens on, some.
,states. State - determined' welfare benefits may riots

be optimal for-theltotal system while for some state's
. . ft is' optimal. '

.0

,

, )

.Comment: I thin ave been thinking abo t prithary-

edu tOnal,,,, health and houSingservicei

that_most.of the peWe get within the community
boundaries st ot",the time. Because that ins almost

-

P the way we ve ended up defining things. We talk,

.about education as public, elementary, and secondary
where we are typically 'within the community setting.
In healttordere4 although our .focus is on all.heal
services, our emergency health care services and /health '
manpower are focu'spd very .heavily within the c niti
setting. .,

3,

,0.

{,

0
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Y; MAINTAINING' THE LEVEL OF ANALYSIS
. r

Hardin : It is Very important if you are doing rase rch

j on a system at the community level t yo

realize that is the level you are talking about A
yearater-you may try to talk about a service that you
are now,dealing with but try to talk abOut iton a state.

°ievel. 'It is very easy to shift the level of anal, sis

withouteknowing it, 'Thia.shift cbuid create trem ndoua

confusion as far as :being able,tO judge,whether y u are
-
''improving the system. That is, /f you talk abou' the
community, you can't go to the state level to ce the

---judgment of"haying improved it, Stay With the ommunity

6 leveland mai& the judgment there.

WORKING THROUGH ASAMPLE/SUBSYSTEM HOUSI G

47

:50Pencent Rentze.

/

7
./

Langen 4tem
Id iied

Loaa,ti.on

O

*..

Size *//

Pitopontion oi-

RentacHoilding

Income DiAtaibu-
tion

Comment: -This' subsystem model is confined to houting

witiiiriarrural "town. Let h-assum that :we can

-Somehow rikate a town with ,40 or 50" percent f its housing.

being rental housing. - ;

IDENTIFYING/THE CONSTRAINTS

Hardin : What we have identified is a larger system

the

is the housingssystera. Since you cannot

research the whole area:rightaway, lees-start with" part

of it. Maybe we can learna, little b4t about that and

it will help us expand. Ydu are oing to be dealing

with the subsystem of /rental housi in a Vermont f6Wn.

4 constraint upon this sub cyst is Vermont, and whatever

that represents-. Are people in Vermont any different

than people in 1414:.York Pennsylvania and so forth?

That automatically becomes an external constraint,.

'Comment: The other' constraint would be that .it is'a /
5 articular .small towns This

4
is:WheA it could _r

be applied:
Hardin : Th e are constraints.postibly. tied, n with '-

being aamall toWn., Now notice fe'doRt!have?

to go into detail; it just, means we have teflWalware

that there couldibe-constrainis on this syst& due to °

this fact. If'there ate;'We will want to try to identify _17'
.

the crucial ones' later.

COmment: Didn't we-identify anothet\constraint when
we said' the_ community-Wouia'have a higher

prop ortion of Mental housing?

Comment: Another extetnarecinstraint may by that we

areable:to specify,theA,ndome distribution
of households/who,are:in this rental housing.

'

. 0056
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DISTINGUISHING EXTHRNAL FROM INTERNAL CONSTRAINTS

.

Hardin : Now, we areeliminating dealing with any 4.0

V
cl

system that we cannot specifk the incomes for.
And notice thet, in this case, once we learn- anything-- ..
from the subsystem, we can ask, "Would t s relatiou-

.

ship tend to hold true even though we c 't specify the

income distribution?"
Conment: I think-this j.s an intern constraint of a,

. subsystem.

7e1"

Income Di4.Wini.r.

Von Az Intetnat
to the Sotem

Land U6eand

4 '

Zoning a4
Extvum4:

.

Comment: No, it is an external constraint.
Hardin,: Well, let's stop to thick about it. If.,you

have the...subsystem and itiphysiaal.area, an
internal constraint is.going to be the' income distribu=
tiop nehat area. .4It is internal to the system. -The
inco e distribution is part of the system. It is not
some hipg like the influence of a state or the Political
cliniate on the area.

Comment: Then, there is land availability in the small
town and present' possible. land usage MI=

rental hobsing.
Hardin : Then that is obviously'an.internal constr
Comment: Might it not-be an external constr: land

availability, as well, depend' .pon zoning ..

cadinanaes.or state requirement tp where you can,
build and where you canno ld?

/ Hardin : Yes. How , probably our largest toncern
.

wo e that the rentaa housing subsystem

has an ernal constraint. Admittedly, it may have
qAFnalconstraints that influence land avail- .y

'ability.

Comment.: Well, by the way land availability is handled;
. -:-. / ,.

to the aevel of cost of land.
'1

,

aetou-Ingaencing Hardin : Notice,'Ire are trying to identify key factors

. $ y,stem 4 , that are going-to be influending, the system.

, / ;\ Now,' by putting land availability' es 'internal. or ex-

'" ternall is really irrelevant. ,What's important is what

-.. ' ---'.' .\ the, constraints are. going to be.

in 'the model we assume it directly feeds in-

OPPORTUNITY COSTSAS A FACTOR:I.A.
: RENTAL- HOUSING SUBSYSTEgr.

-.-,4 5-s'

Comment: Oh, then another constraint would be rate of,' 1.1,-,-
., , -s -

return to capital in.all.areas other than 1, " r:
vientai housing in the smaller towns, which I am As umpaqk wt..
is constant. This is the oppdrbanity cost for the

tale -

.filsardin : The rate of-return to the- other housing is.

Constant. Now, that is an abstraction

*Weverseen one. Why not start outandAssume it
'is'constant. We know that the variation is withi

aP

O 0.,/
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certain limits; but, to start our understanding, we will
hold the rate of return constant for a while. It is

immt2rtant-to recognize we made that assumption.

FACTORS 'IN PROFIT- MAXIMIZING BEHAVIOR .

Suppe)/ Function ,,comment: Then, the supply function for production of

/ housing is a known function of the quantity
of housing which is produced during the intervening'

time. For example, is you produce twice as many units
per fir, ar you4slad have to draw resources out of Con-

: struc ng othdi facilities and you would assume ration-

, ality n profit-mix. iPizing behavior.

t

b

Lmndtond Choice The landlord has a decision to mPke which will affect
the annual produciton Of housing. He has the basic
decision of how much housing will be added to the com-
munity each year; how much rent) al hbuing will be con-
structed?

No,

Hardin : Did you say the landlord ip an aggregate or
an individual? P

Comment: Well:, at this point,-the landlords are an.

aggregate. 0

Hiidia Are we talking about en-aggregate decision of

peoda The period of time being a year?-
' how much rental housing to bring in over a

\rl

?tut A444171/0 Comment: Thetis right, and in the first trial run of

tipn os Popatation the simulation the community is Assumed to

Stallaity have a stable population. So the annual increase in
rental housing will be equal-to the 'amount of housing
that is being condemned or destroyed-because it hasn't.

been maintained.,
Comment: The weakness of. this Drovision is that Vermont

never destrays'a house.

De.stutetion Rate Comment: Anyhow, we assume, the rate at which houses are,
destroyed is the function of a landlord decu

ision which is -an output of Profit-maximizing. Thetis,
the destruction rate is equal to a function of their

'maintenance expenditures on existing houses', by age:and
quality of housing.

Ad.sume. Howsehotd4

an Rationat

Ondelang or
Paelleaeneu

CONSUMES PREFERENCES

Further households are rational; how they set up
preferences for housing, other goods and quality of
hoUsing is rational. In other words, if they could get
more'quality housing, they would take it. Also, we-

assume an ?dering of perferences for the quality of
househOld.fiCcilitieswhich they buy or rent.

Comment: What was, the PuxpOse of assuming au ordering
of preferences,

0058
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QUALITY VS. QUANTITY IN. HOUSING :PREFERENCES

Comment: Two things, how muchlousing you are going
fo buy and what quality of housing are frou

going,tO buy. This is from the contexiLdf thetotal
market because poorer househOlds, 'given a reasonable
set of preference functions, cannot compete as effect-
ively as richer-households for new and higher quality

of housing. The next assumption is that householders,
when they negotiate with the landlord, are going to
negotiate only on the quality of housing. They -go to

a particular landlord who has a reputation for given

conditions of households, either it is good or bad

quality. They don't go to the landlord and haggle

over the amount ormaintenance. Maintenance is
completely in his realm and separate from the housing

.selection decision.

The net result when you work with some of these functions
is that you find that households are satiated more
quickly with quantity of housing than they-are with the

quality of housing; Rich households, will get all the.

better quality housing. Poor households will get the

housing qyality. -me;

4
-

liODEL OUTPUT

Comment: What. is the. output of the-mpdel?.

Comment: sOne,of the outputs is the-quantity and,
qu:slity;of hoping at which eachihousehOld,..

of given income level "till take the !lousing. lzurther,4

in out small- tow in, gifiBAhis model, the output is
m

that people with high-ideometend to purchase new 17'

rental hciusifig of a-fligh quality and larger quantity..

Comment: Are we only demonstrating the obiliOgs
that people who Kaye are mpuey will-get a

better apartment? I thought we were saying Something-.

more. For example, I thought_Fe were trying to pre-

dict the-probability th4t,hOgdehOid-,;ineemet4ould'be
diverted 'into housing in this cases nit-her than into

some other good.- C
- Coninient: That collies later in the tiodel. Thefact

that we come to a result :N/hi:eh is olivious

in itself doesn't make the model suspect. If it were

'contrary to our expectations at thit point we would

throw out the model. So let's not get upset with that.

Haire we already stated as anoutput the quantity of .

'.housing that is produced eaCWyear?
.

Hardin :. Well, according to yourmodel, you are'saying
that ,the aggregate decisions of the indiv-

iduals.-is gOing,to be such that they will build rental

-housing anlyto the extent that-we have destruction

Of old housing?

0059
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'

Comment: That's right. Then, I postulate a ,fundtion,
that relates the' destrUction of old housing

to maintenance expenditures.

MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES AND PROFIT-MAXIMIZING BEHAVIOR

didn't menti$ it before but maintenance ex-
penditures are a function of profit maximizing behavior
of the landlord. The landlord is trying to, get the Max-
im urn on his investment-. SO4 he is going to dis-
co t net income flows for fhis property over time, The

net ncome floif will.rbe a fun_ cti!bp of price per year

that' "e receives which turns out!to be a declining
function. Let's restate our assumption. The landlord
has to Male a tradeoff between Maintaining his structure,
which will ieep the price function at a higher level
over time, and not maintaining the structure,. If he
'maintains the structure the price function will be a
higher level over time. But at the same point, each period
he 'will be losing his maintenance expenditures. So, if
he puts too much into maintenance he will have a lower
rate of return for his structure.

Hardin : How does zoning- affect hip costs?

-A -
Comment: Zoning would affect' the lease cost of land,.
Hardin : Could you manipulate income and property

taxes?
Comment: Yes, and in addition, you could manipulate

buil ing codea). Alto, building. inspections
Ai°tad probably ct the construction of houses.

-

a.

0
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PRAGMATIC USE OF THE MODEL AND EFFECTIVE COMPLEXITY

Hardin: Let me aomment(-an the-use of the'model. Could

you -spend youiStime more effectively by changing

one of the constraints? Typically, what you do with a

model is change one of the internal constraints holding ,
everythingselseconstant- And you will get a result. If

changing one constraint doesn't give you the results you
want, then you will change another one to see what 'results

..' you would then get.

Note, once you have changed two of the constraintg,you
have really changed the third one. Thee third constraint

is simply.whether there is any interaction produced by

. changing two at the same time This brings us to the

question of effective complexity. It is better to deal
with simple models initially that have just basic con-

-- straints. Although the system you are trying to represent

may be more complex, try to wo k with that simple model.

You come closer to seeing what t stem is really like'

starting with a simple model.

Oven. S.im 6ida-,

taA
On'the other hand I would say that in
better to start out with a little mor
By over-simplifying you could isola
an extent that it would fit no real
to del with something that possibly
it. For example, keep the ration
Whether you could say that the t

might be too much.

Model. too

.

Stuintd looks like it is very constrained. In order to

Comment: Is that a move to make it more-general?

Hardin: Well, I am saying that at this stage your system

Con
justify working with it you would have to get results you

FO cu. on Pnocusez couldn't get some other cheaper learnedeaper way. What have you leaed

GENERALIZING THE MODEL

abQut the processes? Your key td thesystems approach is

the focus on the processes.

PROCESS IN-HOUSING SUBSYSTEM

ommint: The process that is the most interesting is the

rate at which'housing deteriorates.

H rdin: Well, what causes this deterioration? What is

t is case it is
complex system,

your system to such
situation. We need
has some reality to___
ty,assumption.

wn has to be stable

- - 'Rate ,o6

Deten,i,onatton

the process of deterioration?

COmment: The economic forces of style obsolescepee and.

maintenance expenditikres.

Comment: Can we also saY that there is an interaction
between the characteristics of the occupants

and the-level of maintenance expenditures? Further, in
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style obsolescence can we assume that the style will go

out7,00Don't some styles'come back'agaia?

Hardin: Lei's leave that topic. Can we look ,at the

influences, of the renter and the landlord. If

we put in a loop we are not going to get the same results.

For example, in order0to learn how the system operates,
we may4lug in a change in the renter's behavior and try

to determine how that would affect the landlord's behavior.

MODEL COMPLEXITY

Hardin: On the other hand, if you run essentially what
you have, which0is a linear programming tech-

nique, you are maximizing certain constraints. If the

results come close to what the system seems to be doing

then stop, don't go, oft. But if there are discrepancies
then you have to begin building more complex models and
open up the constraints. That will open the system but

you will be getting more loops. '

The reason you wan;.to increase the complexity of the
model is so that you can understand the processes that
operate within it. You have td deal with the system no,

onger in just a linear fashion where one thine follows'

\_
other-but you lqavp. to.deal with it in terms of feed-

ba k.
.

-

BUILD CONSTRAINTS SLOWLY .

------"
. -- .

If you want to-Understand the processes that operate
in a complex- system then you 'have to,build in your Con-

straintd-ilowly. As you start working with a system you
__--afe attempting to understand the processes that go 'on.

Mati.pee Output!. You get multiple outputs from the simulation because yob

-- ,
have multiple changes in various aspects of the system.,

.

So, you are no longer looking at just one output.
or. ,

/

Now the way you would build complexity'is to start
Retatimuhip6 talking about inputs and outputs. One output would feed'

into another subsystem within the same Istem or feed in
to an external,system which might feed back into the

first 'one. c
0

.

Input - &LW

Now again it will be a judgement that you Will make
as to what.theseinput-Obtput.relationships are: You try'
to huild'them upoa ghat seems to be reasonable and crtat-

other people think is probably going 'to.hold. e.

0
APPLYING MODELTO BURAL,NEW.ENGLAND s

A ,

.'
4 a'

.
..

Cotment: How doe's this model, apply to areal community?
To what extent is a ubnmetropolitan New England

town li ely to' have people WIpe-build -rentaL houses, that
:

, .
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is build houses,specifically for ental jurposes. I

have this fear that the housing that is available for

rent in small towns is whatso ebody built for himself

and then moved out Of when h gota better house. He:

doesn't really invest in rental housing.

-Comment: Ihadthought that.the'sysltems approach in the

,form that it has beed,presented,,-today might be

spplied.to'homeowners. We would -have to assume that -they

were profit maximizing *landlordst.but in-stead of renting

to someope.next'door, they are renting to themselves. "

If that requires the same. thought processes and making

thesame tradeoffs, then this model might work fOr them

also.

PROBLEMS OF OVER-SIMPLIFICATION

Communization Har44.n : For those of you who want to make your,mgodels

Pnobtems, too simple* remember you might haye to WI
other persons what the components are in your model. In

other words, if yoU go to some people and tell them some

of the assumptions you have made, well, they are not

going to believe you even though you get good'results.

Comment: You know, that is a real problem.

Hardin 'Well, iis a constraint that you have to

1 realize- because your.goal is to be able to in-

fluence policies that will change the community system.
Behigabtaty .o4 Comment: Is one or our constraints -the believability

'Model of oui.madel?

6 . RESEARCH MODEL CONSTRAINT

4 Hardin : Well, it is'not a constraint on your system
model; it is a constraint on the research:model.

that you. are using. Possibly you will attempt to -go from

a simple model to a complex model. What are the con-

straints upon this pattern of operating? What is the

believability of, your -technique?

GREAT EXPECTATIONS.

Oatput Sy4ten* Let me comment on a related issue. I halie had a

Appnoach .

feeling for a whild now that you expect the systems ap-

proach-to do too much. Basically, the systems approach

gives you the fraMework around which to do research.

The framework-sets up some questions like, what-is a.

goal of a system?, Whatjare the constraints on it that

you have to identify? What level are you talking about?
o

Now by: the-Aime you have answered these questions :

you aregoingtd choose your technique. The technique

that we have just gone through is simulation where you

use,etype of systems analysis. This-helps you 'to see

,..1
.,-. .

,. .,
iiti
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0.
4

.

l 5 what you ate doing. As a research model, systems analysis

helps you formulate your research questions. For in-

stance, what is adequacy; effectiveness or effioiency for

your model? You make general assumptions to find out how

things are.

TESTING ASSUMPTIONS

Teating RationaU4 .Comment: An example of one of the assumptions we made

015 /kWh 'was the rationality of the,buyer. We assumed

that buyers behave rationally. It could very well-be
.that in our feedback process we might run across a socio-
logist thatsays that the interaction is not rational. .So
you might want to take a sub-research project that would

be to study the phenomena and relationship between lanil-
loid and tenant. Is it in-fact rational, and under what'
circumstances it,, it rational, and under whai. circumstances

is-it irrational. You could put some numbers with that
assumption and say'93.7 percent of .the time it is rational.

Rebeatch LZtekatuite Hardin : Or, you could just as easily ga to the literature
to see if there-is some other research that

don't have to'do. Where do I go to find out some research.

_that has possibly been done? Or where do.I go'to the.
4

other departments to see if someone else has done som Work,

on that. You don't have to do everything. By treatin

the research system. as a totality, you can draw. from t e

other disciplines quite easily.

Compaithtg Uae

Statea

laaating
Mtge/Lenexa

PiLeate.,aon 0.4

Teat o4 Model,

APPLYING- MODELS REGIONALLY

Comment: Now, let's take a look at a model for region-

ality. If you want a model to be used region-
. ally what you do is take it and test it in-Pennsylvania,

West Virginia orwherever you want. See if it applies.

See if it works there. Ifit works there, then you can

start generalizing.
Comment: If it works in one state and not in another,

we have to figure out why it'doesn't work.

Hardin : Is there a difference in constraints? Is

there.a difference in inputs? In other words.,

you've got a basis from which to ask why a model that

works over here is not.:functioningover there.
Comment: Howdo you tell whether a model.is workingor

not?

_Hardin :' The only way I know to tese'any model is to
predict something from it and if the pre-

diction is right then it is highly likely that the-model

- is good. nitre is 06 way of te"s"ting a model other than
, .

that.
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'CRITERIA FOR 4pDGINGPEHFORMANCE OF THE'SYSTEM

; Output, in our terms, is-our judgeof performance.

ectivene6.6 06. * The reason we have defined a system and are looking at
it, is to shoi that in using effectiveness as oneqf the
outputs, We,can.improve the effectiveness of the systems.

But, are we talking about improving the effectiveness
of thd_total service of the region'or improVing the
effectiveness for each- individual State? *

?.

IS THE SYSTEM REgIbNAL?.
.

No "Regional" Comment:, Y ve always -got to come bacls_ to the political

Seiwices ,re . There are no "regional" services as

such. You've got to optimize the delivery,of services
by states and in the process this will raise the general
.level of the region, I would say. The state is basically' 4

the provider, thdie'isno reiioiial provider. .In other

words, to think of a model for the systemophat encompasses

the regioni's not to be talking about a unit-that is in-
terested in its survival at that level. That is not the

right system.
Hardin : I think you said-that there is noViShle,system

at the regional' level and, therefore, to:do

research at the regional level may be meaninglesg. You've

got to go back tq each individual state and doresearch.

Regionat Re6eateh Well, that doesn't mean that you can't come together and

Not Pnactizat hypothesize about research procedures for'the total region;

It may, however, mean tha to go out and do research for

. the total region is not ractical.

SPECIFYING THE OUTPUT OF 'THE SYSTEM

Comment: Yes, but we'will have some difficulty with that.
. I am really having difficulty thinking of our

system as the'consumers of community services in the North-

east. What is the output? If that is our system, what

does that mgani I can think of a provision ,system,of'com-

munity services iwthe Northeast. It has an output that

is consumed they` people who live.in the Northeast. If -

System: Aggnega- you talk about systems, Or the output of systems being inl

ti.on, 06 Senvice- puts to other systems now, the output of the system(under

Dee..i.ve)Ly Sy.stema analysis is services. Then what is the system undet,

. analysis? It is an aggregation of the service delivery
systems.. Well goOee these service delivery systeMs are

in fact or do in' fact have outputs that rea4* well across,

six, eight, ten, twelve, states.
. .

Pas.sittte. Cteation' My feeling is that we-are looking -for the creation of a

06 Regional regional system.' In other..yords,,,in this research, we

Savieea may be .hoping the states Millget together across their
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boundaries and cooperate to work-as a system at the re-.

gional level. That may not be the case at the present
',time., We are; looking for a system at the regional Zeveli
in each of tBese service-areas which in some sense has
the survival attribute.,
Hardin : What you may be trying to do is to verify the

hypothesis that if we could get the services
to cooperate at the regional levefthen they woulst..be.
more effective. .

Comment: I disagree. let's look at it another way.

These services-delivery systems ffperate timougb
political systems through all of the states in the Morth-
east,--througb each particular stateL.and through the local

area. So'14e havedifferent c9ntrol systems through' which
the services- delivery system, operate.
oprate vertically with not very much contact horigontally
ins,terms of delivery-. That is the kind of picture kd the
iexisting systems which now operate. Therefore,,I don',t

think we can get into regional research involving regional
systems; I don't think these systems can be defined.
Comment: Isn't wilat we are thinking about improving, for

example, the adequacy of the health system
throughout our region and'recognizing that there are many
diffdtences in addquacy throughoUt,the region? Weare
tryirig to bring aboUt an,imprOved level throughout the
region. So, to that extent, it is a regional system.

'Comment: This system is not a regional system, itlis a
state system, that is, Subsystems By state.

, -

THE RESEARCH COMMITTEE AS-ZAk.SYSTEM

Comment: I can fee you two are not going to agree. Can ,

we start at another pointg.,pf analysis? Rather
than starting out determining whntlle system is with re--
gard to, thq services, maybe it would.help if wh.looked

at PurselveS,' thetresearch committee, as'a system. De-
termine what our goals are and what our constraints ate;
we, 411 know them. Then, given our constraints,processes,
inputs and, outputs, we can more_or-less define the max-
imum system or the larger systemthat we can deaf with.
Otherwise we have got to start with the universe and goy
down to the United States, then down to the region, etc..g,
Once tae naye stated what our proCesses; goals and con-
straints are, then we know exactly what the larger system
is that we Can begin with.

,
*

, RedeakCh C0n4thata6
,

Our gdals are stated in our project output.' Our con-
straints are the number of people' We have and thegfact

, that none-of us can go too far outside of our state, or

the region. We-have the region as a boundary. ,''We are

limited sitthis time to three c Millunity-services. We

have several states'in our re
sented on the Technical Comm

,,constraints.

OO66
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WHAT ARE THE OUTPUTS'OF THE SERVICE-DELIVERY SYSTEM?

Hardin : I still think you have to face how you are going
to judge the service outputs of your region.

You've got'constraints and within. these you must plan your

research. But, as a research system or group you I.stil

have to be.able to specify what output you are looking

for.

POINT OF PROVISION AND POINT OF UTILIZATION

Comment:, Tha!te,is.the-very thing Scott Urquhart and

Garrey 'Carruthers wrettled4ith in thepapee.:
they wrote, [Some Methodological Considerations for :t

Rural Community Services Researchh- Remember they,. ,

talked about studying service-delivery systems at the

point of provision or at theopoint of ntilization:i.e.,
where the setitipes were generated, the provider point

or where they 144 consumed, the point of utili2ation.

A point of utili4tion was the hoUsehold and the Study

they dithis summer [1972) went into the latter point

of view. In other words, they said the output from the

service-delivery iystems-is cOnsuted by households, and

this influenced their subsequent analysis. If you define

the output as being inputs to.family systems or households

then this says that adequacy has got to be defined that

Vey. ,

OUTPUT SPECIFICATION NECESSARY FOR RisEAR61.

Hardin: It is hard to research adequacy until you know

how you are going tcOudge output. 0-Once you
determine how you are going to-judke the system's output,

it leads you to what you are_go-ing-to ,look at,' of how ydu

can investigate it. ,

. ,

TENTAkIVE DiFINIZION,OF THE'1404EL
. .

,10.....

. . 4 " . /

Comment: We may haVe assumed that our objective Was very

similar to.what Garrey:Cariiithers'staed. The

,ultimate Ongumers
.0
of the services were the fkOilies or

individuals who receive them and that,our objective

was, first of all, to determine the adequac't.and quality

of the services that they:receive and,) thenitO determine

ways which wouldimprove the: quality tifihese services.

Our metropolitan restriction was only ameans of defining

who orwhich of the infinite number of consumers we were
t

.. goin.to study. -And once we made biha-aefinition, the non-

, metropolitan versus mettopolitAn%hal no particular relevancel
,- other than that the consumer's-ay receive some of these-

:se'rvicas in areas that:we-define ail' metropolitan rathero-

than nonmetropolitan./
4

/
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\ . y 4"." eomment4,: Then ire we saying/that our broad systemAg
,

all consuming householdsT
Coment:, Well, lhol be for allconsumingysnea

, .-households in'ionmetropolitan areas .Our

1 /-' -8
finding should'be -applicable to all.cons*.ng households

oin nonmetropolitan areas. e ° >,....ik.

\
, ., ,

9

tem Deinition
c,Reined

Comment: Does thaicreate-a sampling. problem?
Comment: Yes, there,is a very teal sampling problem.

0
CONCRETIZING THE MODEL

.

Comment: The major system' we Went to.study in the ten:).
state area is all of the nonmetropolitan con-

suming households and all.of thiproviders of those
things consumed.
Comment: Al* we arbitrarily said for on4 three

services.

Comment: The system we will resegech is made up of, or
has boundaries .which inclUde041 consuming

households within nonmetropolitan areas of ten northeast
states and the providers of, the three co ionVinity services.

. d

'ADDITION OF SEASONAL HOUSEHOLDS AND TRANSIENTS_N(._ .
1

Comment: We should ekpand'thls to include all year'

round and seaSonallhouseholds. We should in-

clude all year round and transient. eople,

LINKAGE SYSTEMS -'

Unkage Between Comment:- What is the output Of that sySt ?

Sy,6teni.5
like to suggest that what we are really in-

. terested in is the linkage between the sys em of pro- 0
eiders and the system of consumerio For eicample, We are in-'
terested in the output of,households in to of the tax

payments as an input into'the provi4er system. We are

tat_interested in all outputs of k'fte consuming house-

holds. We are not interested inLap outputs of the proz.

vider sys,tems.-, We are interested .$ simply those outputs

that link the consumer anstprovid4 systems..

Comment: But,.what is the oUtiWof a total system?

t OUTPUT IS EFFECTIVENESS OF DELIVERY SYSTEMS

*,, Hardin : Weld, the Systewthty.are talkirig about in
cludes the provider's of these 'services and how.

the ervicei get to the'consumer. TheI output of the

system they were talking about is hekpAngias detern4he

what the systemprocesses;pre apd whathould be the

'criteria of judgment for how the systenKis)doingi The

quIput ttirred d of the total proceas

Apure this output?
if You: ftart charigel

output Is how effective or a
is for services. tow, how
This question is imnbrtantb
you've got to be able to measureWhat happened.
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Comment: Well, -1.: to expand n what you are saying,
Jg

- the onl reason o : udy the consumer is to
be able to evaluat the output. If we were talking
about the pioduct1.0 and-marketing of potatbes we would
"go to the store.coun er. The pqtatoes would be there
and we could grade th -m and see what their quality was-.

But because we areta king about a service, we can't
do that.. We've got to nterview the consumer because
he is the one_who uses t is service.
omment: You can think o consuming a- one rile that

. the people have who Live 4.n a g- raphical_<-- '

ircumscribed area. Another role has to do w cam-

unity decisiod-making impact_on.the nature,of-se
livery system. So, I think ybu are Jrvong when you

s. that the Only reason you,wan-ttb-look at consumirs
is to judge the quality of theervice itself. You

als have to conaider-their-role in the service-delivery
syst m. The same consumers may also be making provider -
type ecisions..' ..

Comme t: Also', if we conceptualize as our System, the
.

community services and households who consume'
the se ices,, them maybe" NE-80 ['processes of Rural Economic

Change the.Northeast] can pick up our output. The ',"

output o our system is employable,'healthy, housed,
educated arsons. This output becomes the input for the NE-

80 e loy r system. Their output is-expendable income.

Sy.6

REVIEW OF ANALYSIS

,

Comment:- at exactly have we done so far? Could we
r Jew?

Hardin :' We - tarted off trying to look at th general
.syst m that you want to examine. We have found

/some roblemsi _integrating your research 'of t rde tub-
syste s.' tegratd meaps-yOn've got'to have larger

syst at,yoware.toncerned with; otherwise you Coul4n't,
ibLy coMmunieate or talk about this systeM. you

to ,predict or try toe change a subsystem u

e to judge-it'upon.the larger system, because although
e 0.annell change may pree beneficial ,for the health.

ervices area, it'might prove detrimental to the edu-

Iniegnafion

De64ning Data&

tibAyatema-Regaterl

-Lama ,Syz,tem

: Eactbidhing
e-Puaon

catiOnal area.

Noi fore:wecan say) what subsystems are'worthy of re-
searth and at what level we want to lOok at the system'
or tubsystems, we need to find` the criteria upOn which

we Willobe judging the system. That means we have to
haVe some measure orome concept of output.,-Bior in-
tance, do we want*elmprove the'sehdars? If so, in,

w at .way? Are we going- to do' it' for the ,inslividual?'

is that going tp be'Odrfriterii for judgment'or do we
wan to do.it for groups or for states? Once yob have

deci ed that, then you can go down to the subsystems and
try t relate it to the larger systeM.
7.

'Your su cess depends on setting by your prOblem,.ar
your gyp em correctly,, The heardest part is getting
down clearly what ..system you are talking abcSut..
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